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Introduction 
This report is a special edition of CMHC's Canadian Housing Markets (CHM) report. Every year, 
the third quarter edition of CHM contains a detailed analysis of affordability for all major urban 
markets. In CHM, indicators are published for the latest three reporting periods. This report 
compiles and analyses the new information for the indicators for reporting periods back to 1970. 

The purpose of this special edition is to provide housing industry participants with analyses of 
long-term affordability trends in Canada's major urban centres as they relate to home ownership. 

Here is a unique examination of housing affordability patterns in 27 major housing markets, or 
census metropolitan areas, for the past 27 years. It includes a detailed time-series analysis of 
affordability trends and their major fluctuations, plus a comprehensive national overview of each 
of Canada's major local markets. 

Both the national overview and a three-page report for each urban centre identify and analyse the 
forces that influence affordability. Together they succinctly describe the impact of changes in 
house prices, property taxes, heating costs, mortgage rates and renter incomes. 

The analysis includes special tabulations on the 
demographic forces that influence local housing 
markets. Each local market report includes data on 
the number of households by tenure (renters aged 
between 20 and 44, all renters and all home 
owners). These are available for the Census years 
1971, 1981, 1986 and 1991. All are based on 1986 
Census boundaries. 

Finally, each section examines the availability of 
new and resale housing that is priced within the 
means of average renters. 

All data are shown in easy-to-read tables. 

The report is in two parts. Part I is a national 
overview oflocal market affordability. Part II 
contains affordability reports for each of the 
country's 27 major housing markets. Both parts 
present insightful analysis of the forces that 
influence affordability, succinctly describing the 
impact of changes in house prices, and renter 
mcomes. 

The information for 1970 and annual data in the 
1980s up to 1989 has never been released before. 

CMHC's Affordabilily Indicators 
Explained 
CMHC's affordability indicators were designed to 
meet the need for a consistent, high quality measure 
to estimate Canadians' ability to afford their first 
home. The information addresses the question of 
whether renter households in the prime home 
buying years have the income to buy a starter home 
in their local market. 

The CMHC indicators have been updated regularly 
Canadian Housing Markets (CHM) since 1990. 
While each edition of CHM includes affordability 
information for the latest three reporting periods, 
this report provides detailed information on long 
term affordability trends, going back to 1970, for 
every major urban area across Canada. 

This allows readers to quickly see how the latest 
affordability information compares to the past and 
the how the factors impacting local affordability 
levels are changing. 

(continued on page /4) 



Executive Summary 

Highlights 

• Contrary to popular belief, housing was far more affordable during 1997 in every Canadian 
urban centre than it was in 1970. In fact, almost twice the percentage of prime buyers 
across the country could afford a starter home than in 1970. To see why, turn to page 5. 

• In 1997, there were more affordable resale homes than ever in 12 centres and more 
affordable new homes in 17 centres. See page 13. 

• The most significant supply factor affecting affordability is the price of starter homes; the 
most significant demand factor is the income of prime buyers. These two factors do not 
change at the same rate. Between 1970 and 1997, affordability improved in about half of the 
27 centres studied because incomes grew faster than house prices. See pages 9 and 10. 

• Over the past quarter century, the greatest affordability gains in Canada have occurred in 
centres in Atlantic Canada and the Prairies, where income growth has matched or outpaced 
price growth. See page 8. 

• At the same time, long-term price growth either matched or outpaced incomes in half of the 
centres studied. In Vancouver, ajump of549 per cent in average income did not keep up 
with the 880 per cent rise in the average cost of starter houses. Vancouver and Victoria 
have become the least affordable centres in the country: in these two cities, the gap between 
house price growth and income gains during the study period increased by 260 percentage 
points. See page 10 and 11. 

• Affordability declined sharply when mortgage interest rates shot up in the early 1980s. The 
situation reversed itselfby the middle of the decade. Improved affordability in the 1990s is 
closely linked to record-low mortgage interest rates. See pages 6 and 7. 

• House prices reflect regional economic patterns. The lowest rates of house price increases 
in Canada since 1980 have occurred in Atlantic and Quebec markets, which experienced 
slower economic growth. House prices rose sharply in western centres during the last half 
of the seventies, in a period of prosperity. The same pattern occurred in Ontario during the 
mid-eighties. See pages 10 and 11. 

• By increasing the demand for housing, household growth is a major ~nfluence on house 
prices, and thus on affordability. Over the past three decades, local employment 
opportunities and migration patterns have had a particular effect on household growth in 
centres such as Calgary and Oshawa. To find out how, tum to page 12. 
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Part I 

NATIONAL OVERVIEW 
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Affordability Best Ever In 1997 
Housing in Canada's major urban centresrr=======~~~~~~~~~~~~======il 
was far more affordable in 1997 than it 
was in 1970. When the seventies 
dawned, the proportion of prime buyers 
(renters aged 20 to 44) who could afford 
to purchase a starter home across all 
centres was 23 per cent (weighted 
average). In 1997, access to ownership 
was affordable to a record 40.5 per cent 
of prime buyer households. 

Of the various factors contributing to 
better affordability in 1997, lower 
interest rates were the most influential. 
In 1970, rates were 10.1 per cent and in 
1997 they were 6.7 per cent. 

The chart (opposite) ranks Canada's 27 
major markets, from most affordable to 
least affordable in 1997. It reflects a 
considerable reordering of position over 
the past quarter century. In 1970, both 
Vancouver and Victoria were at least as 
affordable as half the centres in Canada. 
As a result of significant price increases 
in the 1970s, these two areas have 
consistently been among the least 
affordable markets since the early 1980s. 
A consistent feature of the chart is 
improved affordability since 1970 in 
every one of the markets analysed in this 
report. 

Chicoutimi remains the most affordable 

Affordability Better in 1997 
Compared to 1970 
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centre, a distinction it has maintained since 1970. Halifax has made the greatest gains in that time, 
with an affordability rating more than five times better (from II to 51 per cent) than in 1970. Other 
centres from the Atlantic similarly exhibit strong improvement. In 1997, four of the five most 
affordable centres in Canada were in the Atlantic provinces. The major urban areas on the opposite 
coast are at the other extreme. They are the least affordable centres in 1997 and have realized the 
smallest measure of affordability improvement since 1970. 
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Cyclical Swings Important 
Throughout the 27-year period, the pattern of affordability has varied widely between metropolitan 
areas and between regions. Swings in the affordability cycle have been more pronounced in 
certain centres and regions. 

The main factors affecting affordability are home prices, household incomes, mortgage rates, 
property taxes and heating costs. 

A characteristic of mortgage rates is that they do not vary significantly between markets. As a 
result, there are some similarities everywhere in affordability levels over time - that is, in the 
affordability cycle. This is illustrated by the graph below, showing the relationship between the 
three-year mortgage rate and affordability in Canada's three largest markets. 

In the time frame covered by the graph, mortgage rates fluctuated up and down, but overall they 
followed a downward trend. 

I Mortgage Rates Cause Fluctuations in Affordability 
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Shifts in mortgage rates had a very significant influence: when rates went one way, affordability 
always went in the other direction. A large part of the influence is owing to the profound impact of 
interest rate shifts on carrying costs and affordability. In the 1980s, for example, rates shot up and 
then plummeted almost as fast. As a result, affordability in all markets declined sharply in the early 
1980s and recovered to a high level by the mid 1980s. This has also been the general pattern in all 
centres over the past decade. 

The uniqueness of each center's affordability cycle is illustrated by the table (next page) showing 
that highest and lowest affordability levels were attained in different periods across different 
markets. Divergences are caused by other factors affecting affordability, particularly prices and 
incomes, which vary from market to market 
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The importance of house price 
fluctuations on affordability cycles 
has been demonstrated in Ontario 
centres in recent years. 

In the early 1980s, when interest 
rates peaked in the high teens, 
many markets, including all of 
those in western Canada, saw their 
worst affordability ratings. 

Ontario bucked that trend to a 
degree. Aided by a strong economy 
and relatively stable, affordable 
prices, Ontario centres were among 
the country's most affordable in the 
early 1980s and collectively surged 
to record high affordability in 
1985-86. 

Strong economic growth and 
in-migration generated demand 
pressures that ignited Ontario's 
boom and price spiral of the late 
1980s and sent affordability 
plunging all across Ontario. The 
province's markets experienced 
their worst affordability ratings in 
1990, when a upward tick in 
mortgage rates coincided with the 
end of a five-year price spiral. 

Since then, with a weak economy 
constraining wage growth, 
affordability in Ontario improved 
only lethargically. While Ontario 
markets saw Canada's most 
significant price declines in the 
early part of the decade, market 
prices did not fall sufficiently to 
enable Ontario centres to regain the 
peak ratings they chalked up in the 

Fluctuations in Affordability: 
Highs and Lows 

Year 

90H1 

90H1 

90H1 

90H1 

20 

pre-boom days of the mid-1980s. This is in sharp contrast with most other Canadian markets, 
where peak affordability was achieved during the 1990s. 

In Vancouver, house price fluctuations have also had a big impact. This is the only non-Ontario 
market which has not seen a record level of affordability in the 1990s. Strong prices gains in the 
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late 1980s and early 1990s blunted the beneficial effects of falling interest rates in the 1990s in 
Victoria as well. 

In the Prairies, Quebec and the Atlantic region, price movement had less of an effect on the 
affordability cycle. These regions neither experienced the same price boom nor suffered the 
correction that rocked Ontario's housing markets. Year-to-year changes in affordability in these 
three regions tended primarily to reflect the influence of mortgage rates. 

The effect of house prices in Atlantic markets has been longer term. These markets had the 
county's highest starter home prices and were least affordable in 1970. Since the early 1980's, 
Atlantic prices have increased much more slowly than the national average and the affordability 
ratings of those markets have closely matched those in the Prairies and Quebec. Today, most 
markets in all three regions show a relatively high level of affordability and a gradual 
improvement, peaking in late 1996 or early 1997. 

Affordability Components: Incomes and Prices 
The two most significant factors shaping local affordability levels have been the relative changes 
in starter home prices and the incomes of prime buyers. Of the two, house price change has been 
the predominant factor, increasing at a greater rate than incomes, especially since 1981. 

National Growth in Starter House Prices and Renter Incomes 1970-96 
1970-80 1980-85 1985-90 1990-96 1970-97 

House Prices (%) 
Renter Incomes (%) 

124 31 57 18 464 
157 35 27 12 409 

House price change has exhibited a much greater variance between centres than incomes. Income 
gains range from 282 per cent in Sudbury to 549 per cent in Vancouver, and average 409 per cent 
overall. Meanwhile, the change in starter house prices cover a wide range, from 259 per cent in 
Charlottetown to 880 per cent in Vancouver. 

Incomes 
Structural changes in the economy starting in the early 1980s have affected consumer incomes 
more in some markets than others, and affected long-term changes in affordability. This is 
illustrated in the graph, which demonstrates the pattern of income growth in the major markets 
fromJ970 to 1997. 

A strong economic cycle through the latter 1970s combined with demographics to yield a high 
level of income growth among prime buyers in that decade. The best income gains over the 
27 -year span occurred prior to the 1981-82 recession, after which growth slowed considerably. 
Since income has, on average, lagged behind price gains, affordability improvements in the 1990s 
were more the result of mortgage rate reductions than income gains. 

Averages never tell the whole story, however. Long-term price growth has either matched or 
outpaced incomes in only half of the 27 centres, and in none of the Atlantic and Prairie markets. 
As a result, these are now the most affordable areas in the country. In other regions, notably British 
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Columbia and Ontario, incomes have trailed 
price increases, sometimes significantly. 
Victoria, Vancouver and Toronto 
experienced some of the strongest long-term 
income gains in the country, but they still fell 
short of price gains. In Vancouver and 
Victoria, the least affordable centres in the 
country, the gap between house price growth 
and income gains exceeds 260 percentage 
points. 

Regardless of this regional pattern, slow 
income growth is normally associated with 
smaller centres such as Sudbury, 
Sherbrooke, Trois- Rivieres, Windsor, 
Chicoutimi and Charlottetown. In Sudbury 
and Windsor, low income gains have 
contrasted with price gains well above the 
average, particularly since 1990. Overall, the 
gap between income and price growth is just 
over 148 per cent, placing these centres at 
the lower end of the affordability spectrum. 
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Actual house prices, plus the rate at which prices change, influence affordability rates more than 
any other factor. The following table lists the six markets with the highest prices and the six with 
the lowest. It shows that the least affordable markets have some of the highest prices and that the 
most affordable were the least expensive in 1997. It also reveals dramatic price differences across 
the country. Prices in British Columbia are almost triple those of centres in Quebec, where starter 
home prices have consistently been among the lowest in the country. 

1997 Starter Home Prices and 1970 Ranking - Top 
and Bottom Six Centres 

Highest Home Prices Lowest Home Prices 

City 1997 1997 1970 City 1997 1997 1970 
Price Rank Rank Price rank Rank 

Vancouver 205,864 1 IS Quebec 83,520 22 21 
Toronto 182,072 2 3 Shcrbrookc 81,495 23 20 
Victoria 172,965 3 17 Saint John 81,085 24 19 
Hamilton 151,439 4 6 Charlottetown 79,000 25 9 
Oshawa 147,910 4 11 Trois-Rivicres 73,068 26 25 
Kitchener 142,040 6 I Chicoutimi 69,292 27 26 
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Some price changes have been dramatic during the last 27 years. Only Toronto and Kitchener 
have been among the six markets with the highest prices in each of the three last decades. The 
centre with the highest price in 1970 was Kitchener, closely followed by Halifax, which is not 
even on the list in 1997. On the least expensive side of the ledger, Quebec, Sherbrooke and Saint 
John are the only centres to make the list consistently since 1970. Regina was Canada's lowest 
priced city in 1970, but the Prairie price boom of the late 1970s pushed it off the list oflow-priced 
markets. 

Price Changes Vary 
Widely Across the 
Country 
Distinct boom-bust cycles have affected 
price levels and the pattern of housing 
affordability over time. Buyers in 
Atlantic and Quebec markets (except 
Montreal) have benefited from the 
lowest rates of price gain in the country, 
especially since 1980. Although overall 
price gains were higher in Montreal 
than the rest of Quebec, these were 
much lower than in the other major 
metropolitan markets (Toronto and 
Vancouver). Montreal prices are not 
even half as high as those in Vancouver 
and are more than 40 per cent below 
those in Toronto. 

The chart (opposite) shows price 
changes in all centres between 1970 
and 1997 and clearly reveals dramatic 
variations in price change across the 
country, especially after 1980. In the 
first half of the 1980s, Hull and Ottawa 
stood out as the only centres that 
continued to experience solid price 

Distribution of House Price Growth by Period 
And Total Price Increase 1970-97 
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growth. While other Ontario centres boomed in the late 1980s, Ottawa recorded the lowest price 
gains in the province. 

The chart also shows that western centres experienced very strong price increases in the seventies, 
mostly in the latter part of that d~cade and up to 1981. This western price cycle topped out as 
many consumers were priced out of the market by excessive increases and steep mortgage rates. 
Although prices dropped back in all western centres, Edmonton and Calgaty were hit particularly 
hard. Prices in these markets had still not recovered by 1985 and they alone show a price decline 
for 1980-85. This fall in prices improved affordability and put houses within the means of renters 
once more. 
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Ontario recovered quickly from the recession of the early 1980s and job-seekers migrated into the 
province, many from the west. This influx increased housing demand, pushing prices up in the 
mid-1980s, and a boom and bust cycle ensued. At the core of the boom, Toronto saw 
unprecedented price increases: the price of a starter home jumped 150 per cent in the second half 
of the 1980s. Demand pressures influenced all Ontario markets, especially those in southern 
Ontario, and all experienced large price hikes, although none as much as Toronto. Also evident in 
the graph is a subsequent price collapse as the economy took a dive in 1990. House prices in 
Toronto, Oshawa and Kitchener all declined in the 1990s. 

Price increases in all centres have been relatively small since 1990, gaining on average only 18 per 
cent in the first three years of the decade. Although house prices during the 1990s have continued 
to outpace income gains in all major centres except Hamilton and London, these changes have 
been relatively small. With prices and incomes growing slowly, mortgage rates have become the 
primary factor influencing affordability. 

Property Taxes and Heating Costs 
While studies of affordability typically focus on incomes, house prices and mortgage rates, they 
often overlook property taxes and heating costs. While these affect affordability less than the other 
factors, they are not insignificant and often play an important role. Together, they comprise 
between one tenth and one third of the monthly canying costs of ownership. The size of these 
costs varies significantly by city and so does their relative impact on affordability. 

Importance of Taxes and Heating Costs in Selected Centres (1997) 
Annual Costs Heat + Taxes as per cent of: 

House Heat Taxes Required Prices Required PITH 
Price Income Income 

Montreal 100,000 1,290 1,951 33,657 3.2% 9.6% 30% 

Halifax 110,293 1,069 1,320 33,417 2.2% 7.1 % 22% 

London 125,185 735 1,819 37,438 2.0% 6.8% 27% 

Calgary 135,914 611 1,348 38,102 1.4% 5.1 % 16% 

--_. - - .----'. .. -_._-_._ .. " ._-_ .. - .. 

Toronto 182,072 676 2,838 53,821 1.9% 6.5% 20% 

Victoria 172,965 639 1,639 47,817 1.3% 4.7% 15% 

When interest rates are high, principal and interest payments become far more significant than 
taxes and heating costs. In 1981, for example, taxes on average accounted for eight per cent and 
heating averaged six per cent of the total canying costs (principal, interest, heat and taxes, or 
PITH) at that time. When mortgage rates dropped, principal and interest costs fell as well, 
increasing the relative importance of tax and heating expenses. In 1997, taxes on average 
accounted for 16 per cent of PITH while heating represented an additional 8 per cent. Together 
these components comprised more than one fifth of the canying costs of a starter home. 
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The cost of heating depends on both climate and fuel costs, and the latter can vary substantially. 
For example, heating costs in Ottawa are only half of those in Hull, directly across the Ottawa 
River, solely because Ottawa's main heating fuel is natural gas while Hull relies mainly on higher 
cost electricity. Property taxes, on the other hand, are higher in Ottawa, and this more than 
compensates for the difference in heating costs. In Hull, property taxes on a starter home in 1997 
were just under $2,000; in Ottawa, they were about $1,000 more. 

Property taxes are highest in Ontario and 
Quebec, and lowest in the major Atlantic 
centres and the west (except in Regina 
and Winnipeg, where high taxes rival 
those in Ontario). Quebec markets also 
have the country's highest heating costs. 
Relatively high heating costs tend to 
offset the advantage of low property taxes 
in the Atlantic region; however, British 
Columbia and Alberta have low taxes and 
the lowest heating costs. Low taxes and 
heating costs, together with the country's 
highest renter incomes, moderate the 
impact of high house prices in Vancouver 
and Victoria. 

Household Growth 
Household formation and in-migration 
affect overall household growth by 
increasing demand both in the ownership 
and rental markets. These factors explain 
variations in prices and affordability 
across the country. During the study 
period, rapid growth was a significant 
factor underlying the price booms in both 
British Columbia and Ontario centres. 

Total household growth was very strong 
in the 1970s, when the baby boomers 
began to enter the housing market, 
initially as renters and afterward as 
first-time home buyers. A discernible 
regional pattern is evident in this decade, 
with the western centres showing strong 
growth in both owner and renter 
households. In the early 1 980s, when the 
affordability squeeze constrained access 
to ownership, renter households of prime 

I-____ .Jiou$ehold Growth 
(ranked from highest to lowest based on 

homeowner growth 1971-1991) 
Homeowners Renters Aged 20-44 

Number Growth Number Growth 

CMA 1991 1970 to 1991 1970 to 
1991 (%) 1991 (%) 

,." . .,,,' ...... :., ... , ..... , 
§i'lerbrOoke ."., : 27,265 208 16,640 88 

Oshaws"" . 58,130 156 15,800 108 

Q~ebec<>.: " 135,770 153 65,530 52 

!"trois-Rivieres 29,445 148 13,610 69 

catgary><" .. 167,360 143 78,430 116 

Hun .. 50,395 133 22,520 98 

Halifax 68,600 132 34,380 69 

Edmonton 181,215 127 87,170 92 

ottawa 143,940 124 78,570 90 

Chicoutimi 34,655 116 12,700 39 

Saskatoon 48,305 111 20,890 108 

Montreal 577,035 103 366,865 23 

Saint John 28,610 98 9,460 33 

Kitchener 78,765 97 32,405 81 

St. John's 37,020 88 12,150 77 

Toronto 792,145 86 364,455 67 -- ~. _.-_. __ . 

Regina 47,405 85 15,250 47 

Victoria 72,990 80 28,235 145 

Vancouver 350,225 72 166,710 109 

London 84,650 62 39,040 75 

~l;ldburY •• :','. 36,835 61 12,130 7 

VVtnnipeg" 156,395 59 56,115 43 
Hamilton :." •. , 142,960 53 44,820 40 

$fc8thalines 97,600 53 21,960 43 

Tht-JnderBay 32,045 35 8,795 70 

\l\fjndsor 66,615 28 17,775 29 

Chartottetown 13,115 NA 3,985 NA 
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buyer age in the west, particularly in Vancouver, grew at twice the national rate. In other parts of 
the country, especially the Atlantic region and Quebec, prime buyer renter households increased 
more slowly, and this resulted in higher affordability and improved access to ownership. 

Rock bottom affordability in Ontario in the mid to late 1980s occurred after a period of strong 
economic growth during which migration shifted to the province. Prices pushed up by strong 
demand increasingly shut prime buyers out of the market. Consequently, both prime buyers and 
renters grew at a faster rate than owners in Ontario through the 1980s .. 

Within regions, certain centres experienced vastly different growth rates. Between 1971 and 1991, 
the highest household growth rates were found in Oshawa, Sherbrooke, Calgary, Edmonton and 
Hull. These are centres which vary widely in house price and affordability levels. The strongest 
growth among prime buyer renter households was more logically located in those centres where 
access to ownership was more constrained-Vancouver, Victoria, Calgary and Oshawa. 
Saskatoon was an anomaly, with the highest rate of renter growth in the country between 1980 and 
1985 as well as relatively low house prices. This new demand quickly evaporated however, 
Saskatoon immediately posted one of the countries lowest growth rates in the second half of that 
decade. 

Choice and Opportunity Increasing in an Centres 
Affordability is only partly the result of demand. It also depends on the proportion of the supply of 
starter homes at or below a price level affordable to the average prime buyer. Since 1990, CMHC 
has tracked and documented two indicators on the supply of homes affordably priced. These two 
are based on new homes sold and resale homes actively listed. Through the nineties, there has 
been a steady improvement in the proportion of both new and resale homes at prices affordable to 
prime buyers. This improvement was interrupted briefly in 1994, when a jump in mortgage rates 
increased home carrying costs. By 1997, with mortgage rates lower, 12 centres achieved their 
best-ever supply of affordable resale homes and 17 centres had more affordable new homes than 
ever. 
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The supply of affordable resale homes averaged 59 per cent between 1991 and 1997. This is 
consistently better than it has been for new houses, which have averaged 48 per cent. That gap has 
been closing; in the first half of 1997, just over two thirds of sales for new homes and listings for 
resale homes were in the affordable range. 

The improvement in the new home market r-----------------~-
indicates that the builders are responding to Proportion of Resale and New Homes 
the changing nature of demand by placing Affordably Priced 
considerable attention on the first-time 
buyer market and offering a higher 
proportion of homes at the entry level. In 
the less affordable areas, this typically 

Resale 
Affordable (%) 

Average 1997 
1991-97 

22 49 

New 
Affordable (%) 

Average 1997 
1991-97 

31 31 involves higher density forms of housing, Victorla<··.··./>···.·.· •••• 
~--__ --~~------r_~~------_r--~ 

such as condominium apartments. Vancouver ..•....•.• 28 44 37 52 
~~~--~~------r_~~----_r--~ 

Not surprisingly, the centres with the f+·e-.drr1..,...··. ·.,....o .... ".,..to ..... "..,.... _: ......... ...-,+ ........... --------I----I_t_-----_r--~ 
highest levels of affordability (typically .... C_8.,..:IQ::..,a ..... PJ.:,.····_· ------+-----I--....f--.lf__-----t--___i 
those with the lowest prices) are also those Saskatoon 

r_--------~-------r_~~---_r---~ 
with the greatest proportion of affordable Regina 
options. In the more affordable centres, .... w-I....;::·n;...n-ip-le-g-~---------r-~~------r---~ 
more than four out of five homes, both new Th d 8 
and resale, are typically below the price r_-u-n-e-r---a.,..:y::...--+------I--....f--.lf__--t--___i 
threshold of the average prime buyer. ....S_u_d_b_u....:;ry __ ~---------r_~~-----_r-~ 

Windsor 

65 87 49 80 
62 76 50 80 
82 86 74 86 
85 87 66 88 
77 81 34 34 
72 84 32 40 
61 84 56 84 
60 66 29 71 

In Chicoutimi, Trois-Rivieres and Halifax, London 
well over 90 per cent of new homes were I------------...-,+----r_~_t_-----_r--~ 
affordable in 1997. Other Atlantic and .... K_it_ch_e_n_e_r __ -+-____ -I-___ ....f--.lf__----+_____i 
Prairie markets also rank very high in the .... S_t._C..,...· a_t-h-a-ri-ne-s~-------r_~~--_r---~ 
proportion of homes offered at affordable .... H_a_m_i_lto_n ___ ~_---r_~~----_r_~ 
price levels. Toronto 

~~~-----4----~~~------r---~ 
The recent improvement in supply h0:--s_h....;a_ws _______ 4-_____ --i-___ -Hr--____ t---l 

affordability is reflected in the relatively J;;.;.Ptt,.... ... _.awa....,.. .+ .. ,"", .. .,.,.' ~---+------I--....f--.l~----+_____i 
high levels of affordable units even in the j;;;;.·f,t~u,;;;;;JI¥).~P;.;;;..:?-.>O';-.·_.: .... :····;.;.,. .. ·· •• 4_ .•• -----I----I_t_----_r-~ 
least affordable centres. Although the MPpij:,al> .. <ii 

F+44~~~44----~I----I_t_----_r---~ 

average level has been pulled down by TteIS4RiVieres./ 
limited affordable supply in the early 1990s,I+;s~·ihe~····;+fb~ri~oo~· ···k;..,...e-.• ~.<r---+--I-+---+-~ 

by 1997 there were very few areas with Qu~b~C .......•..• 
:~~. ~:e:I~~:eO!~~~~~I~ :~:~:~e "'"~ .... h--iCO"""·.··· ••• ~·u;;.;;.:ti;;.;;,·~-,."...""'· """'+------..,I----I_t_----_r--~ 
the market response in the mid 1990s p$_..a..".int ..... ·• ··~<J"'"o ..... h_n_· ..,.....,...'4------i---H---------t---l 
appears very favourable, especially with Halifax ..... . 

~~..,.....,...-----_+--___ f__~~-----_r-~ 
historically low mortgage rates. StJohn's 

~---------+--~f__~~--_r--~ 

54 73 34 67 
49 69 29 84 
46 78 40 74 
46 66 25 68 
39 62 35 74 
NA NA 54 87 
44 70 47 90 
64 68 70 83 
56 68 68 76 
NA NA 88 93 
58 67 73 83 
65 72 63 74 
77 93 92 94 
74 85 73 84 

·67 87 81 91 
83 88 76 92 

Charlottetown 60 63 59 71 
CMA Total 59 68 48 74 
* Includes Condominiums. 
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CMHC's AtTordabiHty 
Indicators Explained 
continued from page 1) ••• Prior to the introduction 
of the indicators in 1990, the reporting and analysis of 
affordability was done on an adhoc and isolated basis 
when affordability became an issue. A lack of data made 
it difficult to compare affordability from time to time or 
from place to place. 

CMHC introduced its affordability indicator in the 
second half of 1990. It provides a consistent 
methodology for comparing affordability levels over time 
or between major urban centres. New sources of data 
were developed to make thc indicator possible. 

CMHC's AlIordability Indicator 
Meets Industry Needs 

The indicator was developed in consultation with 
stakeholder groups. The primary objective was to ensure 
that the approach is analytically complete, and that it is 
based on a Canadian standard acceptable to all housing 
iridustry participants. 

It takes a comprehensive picture of housing costs which 
include the major expenses of home ownership: heating, 
taxes, principal and interest. It 7..ooms in on the first-time 
buyer segment since affordability is the key issue 
constraining the purchase of an initial home. Therefore, 
the indicator is based on the average price paid by first 
time buyers and assumes a high ratio mortgage. First time 
home buying is a key issue to the health of the entire 
housing market since it is one determinant of move-up 
housing demand. 

Necessary data elements were lined up including CMHC 
mortgage insurance data (average price paid for a high 
ratio mortgage), Statistics Canada data (census data on 
household income distributions) and quality local 
housing information from CMHC's field network of 
market analysts (estimated heating and tax costs). 

Also Part 01 the Picture: Supply 
Affordabllity Indicators 

Client groups in the housing industry also sought 
indicators which could identify how much of the supply 
of housing is affordable to renter households with 
average incomes. Two separate CMHC indicators have 
been developed that regularly measure the per cent of 
resale listings and new homes sold that are affordable. 

Time Period Analysed 

This publication examines the historical affordability 
trends in major Canadian urban centres going back as far 
as 1970. Information about supply affordability begins in 
1991. The analyses compares and contrasts major 
fluctuations or cycles in the affordability of the different 
centres which provides insights into where these markets 
are heading today. 

How AtTordability Is Calculated 

Affordability ratings are based on the CMHC 
affordability indicator which is calculated for each CMA 
by comparing the cost of buying a home to the capacity 
of prime buyer households (renters aged 20 to 44 years) 
to carry this cost. 

To determine the cost to buy, CMHC factors in average 
starter home prices, 10 per cent down payments, the 

. interest rate on three-year mortgages (five year rate used 
in 1970), property taxes and heating costs. The next step 
is to determine the required income: this is done by 
applying a GDS of 32 per cent to PITH (the 1970 GDS 
was 30 per cent). Renter households are deemed to have 
the ability to buy if their actual income is equal to or 
higher than the required income. 

Dividing the number of renter household aged 2()..44 that 
have the ability to purchase by the total number of renter 
households, ( aged 2()..44) yields the demand 
affordability indicator. This indicator shows the 
percentage of renters in each CMA who can afford to buy 
a starter home. The actual incomes of renter households 
are estimated from census income distribution data and 
CMHC inter-censal estimates. 

The time frame reviewed is 1970 to the first half of 1997. 
Charts and graphs in this report show just a single data 
entry for the 1970s - for the year 1970 itself. For the 
1976 census, income data were not collected Thus, 
affordability could not be measured for the 1970s in the 
same way it was calculated for the 1980s. Variations that 
occurred during the 1970s are accounted for in the 
descriptions of factors that have affected affordability 
ratings since 1970. Chart and graph data points for the 
1980-90 decade are shown annually and from 1990 to 
1997 they indicate readings at six-month intervals. 
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Demand Indicator Definitions 
Percentage of Renters Who Can Afford - Represents 
renter households in the prime home buying age group of 
20 to 44 years who have an income at least equal to the 
amount required to purchase an average starter home. 
Includes all family and non-family households in the 20 
to 44 age group, in addition to renter households who 
qualify for NHA social housing programs. 

Average Starter Bouse Price - The average price for an 
NHA-insured home. Includes the following house types: 
single, semi-detached, row house. mobile home, and 
apartments for ownership. So that NIIA starter home 
prices are representative of first-time buyers at all time 
periods. the data are analysed to control for distribution 
changes that would otherwise skew the average. 
NHA-insured homes are typically bought by young 
first-time buyers with a down payment of less than 25 per 
cent. The price is the average for each six-month period. 
This price excludes homes insured under the First Home 
Loan Insurance program. 

Monthly Mortgage Cost - The monthly principal and 
interest payment associated with the average starter home 
price, assuming a 10 per cent down payment. The 
mortgage balance includes the required mortgage 
insurance premium. 

Property Taxes - Average property taxes for a dwelling 
occupied by its owner. Data are CMHC estimates. 

Beating Costs - Average costs for a starter home. Data 
are CMHC estimates. 

Total Monthly Carrying Costs - Total of monthly 
payments required for principal, interest, average 
property taxes, and heating costs. 

Income Required to Carry Total Costs - The income 
required to cover the mortgage payments, property taxes 
and heating costs, assuming a 32 per cent gross debt 
service ratio. In 1970, the ratio was 30 per cent of 
income for mortgage payments and property taxes, as 
heating costs were not included. 

Mortgage - A thrce-ycar-tcnn closed mortgage rate was 
used except for 1970 when a five year tcnn was used, 
(three year terns were not commonly available then). A 
25-year amortization period was used throughout the 27 
year period. 

Supply Indicator Definitions 
Categories of Affordable House Prices -Maximum 
affordable is based on average income of household type 
total which includes all households, family and 
non-family, but not low-income renters eligible for NHA 
social housing programs. 

Resale Supply Available - Percentage ofMLS active 
listings at or below the range of affordable house prices. 
The sources are local Real Estate Boards. In some areas 
where listings by price are not available, the number of 
sales below the affordable price level is used. 

Affordable New Construction - Percentage of new 
single, semi, apartment or row dwellings sold at or below 
the affordable house price level. 

For further information. see the definitions section of the 
third quarter edition of Canadian Housing Markets. 
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Victoria 



Since 1994, Victoria's housing affordability 
rating has been rising and the city is now more 
affordable than at any other time on record. In 
the first half of 1997, 32 per cent of renters 
could afford to buy a starter home. This is a 

i::::!i!:!j~i I marked improvement over the city's historical 
average rating of 21 per cent and over six times 
better than the record low five per cent rating of 
1981. 

Despite their improved affordability, both 
Victoria and Vancouver trail other major 
Canadian centres. Since 1980, Victoria has been 
rated least affordable city more often than any 

'::":''''':'''''':::''''' •• ·''·'':,,'1 other major centre and had a lock on this 
).:.: ;"., , .. ,.:, position from 1992 through 1996. In the last half 

]i r:.}::·:::·:::·:! .j.:.: .. !. "!~;:! .. ': •.• :": •.. ::.~::.: of 1996, Vancouver took over as Canada's least 
affordable CMA and Victoria moved into 

~14!;:tl second last place, resuming its historical average 
~~ill ranking. 

Very high house prices are the main cause of Victoria's low affordability ranking. Strong price 
growth pushed Victoria to the top of the house price list for one six-month period in the second 
half of 1994 with starter homes averaging $188,000. While Victoria has had a lower average 
starter home price than Vancouver in other years, it was less affordable than Vancouver during 
1990-96 because of lower renter incomes. Since 1994, prices have fallen back to $172,965. 

The impact of price escalation in Victoria, like Vancouver, has been softened by one of the 
strongest levels of income growth in the country. Since 1990, Victoria has posted the strongest 
income gains in the country among renters aged 20 to 44, considered to be prime house buyers. 
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Renter incomes are now 15 per cent above the national average. In combination with mortgage 
interest rate declines, this income growth helped boost Victoria's affordability rating. 

Mirroring Vancouver, Victoria's most recent affordability squeeze started after 1988 when the 
percentage of renters who could afford a starter home fell below 29 per cent. When prices peaked 
in 1994. only 13 per cent of renters could afford to buy. A major contributor to the house price 
increases during this period was demand pressure from rapid growth. 

Not surprisingly, with access to ownership constrained by high prices during the affordability 
squeeze, the growth of renter households has been high. Victoria's renter growth rate is the highest 
in the country and twice the rate of growth among owners. As indicated by the chart below, the 
average income of prime buyers has rarely been sufficient to purchase an average-priced starter 
home. In 1996, with both house prices and mortgage rates down, prime buyers could finally afford 
starter homes. 

Victoria builders face challenges in meeting the needs of first time home buyers due to high land 
costs stemming from a chronic lot shortage. In 1997, less than one third of the newly completed 
homes are affordable to them, ironically well below the price peak year of 1994 when the ratio was 
46 per cent. The supply of affordable homes in the resale market has been rising, however, and by 
1997, almost half the listings were affordable to the average renter. 
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Victoria Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 

.... 
\0 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year term. 
Sources: CMHC, Statistics Canada. 
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Vancouver 



"'::'.".:":".<' 

Vancouver housing is more affordable today than 
it has been for most of the city's history. The 
affordability indicator for the first half of 1997 
shows that 29 per cent of renters can afford 
payments on the average priced starter home. 

Although this rating is low compared with other 
centres, it is a marked improvement on the city's 
historical average rating of 22 per cent and not 
too far off the best ever rating of 3 2 per cent, 
recorded in 1986. The current rating is, in fact, 
the best of any time except for the 1986-88 
period. 

In spite of its better showing. Vancouver is the 
least affordable market in Canada, ranking 27th 
of the 27 CMAs. Historically the city has 
occupied 25th spot. 

Vancouver has Canada's most expensive starter 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..;;;;;;;J home prices and consequently is especially 

sensitive to mortgage interest rate fluctuations. The recent rate decline has resulted in a gradual 
. affordability improvement since 1994. House prices remain high, though, and they are the reason 

Vancouver is the least affordable market today. Since 1992 and previously, between 1980 and 
1985, Vancouver and Victoria have taken turns wearing the least and second least affordable 
mantle because of their high prices. 

In 1970, 14 other cities had higher starter home prices higher than Vancouver. Since then, the city 
has seen by far the biggest price increases of any Canadian market partly because renter incomes 
have shot up faster than anywhere else during that same stretch. The relative affluence of 
Vancouver renters helps sustains high demand for housing. Lower than average heating costs and 
property tax rates have offset monthly payments for the Vancouver buyer to some extent. 
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Vancouver and other export oriented markets have seen especially strong housing demand in the 
past 10 years. Strong in-migration has been another key reason for price hikes, particularly during 

the big price run up between 1988 and 1994, and has prevented price declines since then. Overall 
household growth has been just above the national average but with constrained access to 
ownership, renter household growth has been double the national average rate. Average renter 
incomes have seldom been far above the income required to buy making the market acutely 
sensitive to interest rate shifts. Each time rates jumped, the carrying costs moved the income 
required to buy beyond the resources of most renters. 

The high prices have usually limited the supply of affordable listings to below 50 per cent. 
Vancouver builders are responding to the affordability challenge, though, and have been 
constructing apartment condominiums targeted at first time buyers. As a result, the proportion of 
newly completed homes which are affordable to the average renter has been rising since 1994 and 
is now 52 per cent, the first time the ratio has topped 50 per cent. The resale market has also grown 
more affordable, but lags the new home market with only 44 per cent oflistings priced affordably. 
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1-- Vancouver Affordability Trends~~_Detail1970-1997 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 

Sources: CMHC, Statistics Canada. 
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Edmonton 
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Housing affordability reached its highest level 
ever in Edmonton during the first half of 1997. 
In the national standings, the city held down 
ninth place, an improvement over its historical 
average ranking of 12th. 

With a record 49 per cent of renters able to 
afford a home, Edmonton was the most 
affordable centre in the Prairie region. Slow 
increases in house prices, gains in income and 
low mortgage interest rates account for this 
result. 

The city's latest ranking is a dramatic contrast 
with its lowest rating of 10 per cent, recorded in 

~I~.... 11981 when interest rates in the high teens sent 
;(iii.t/l affordability plunging right across the Prairies 

and in most other parts of Canada. Historically, 
Edmonton's affordability rating averages out at 

~~2iJ.~..:.:..2J:i1.~12l:ii;i~:ii;i.2.::;2i.:J:iWl:~2;J 37 per cent. Compared to 1970, the earliest year 
for which affordability ratings are available, 

Edmonton's rating has improved by 33 percentage points -- the best in the Prairie region and fourth 
best in all of Canada. The city's historical average rating is two percentage points better than arch 
rival Calgary's. 

Edmonton's affordability has been enhanced in the last 27 years by income gains among renter 
households (up 431 per cent) that have outpaced the growth in house prices (up 399 per cent). 
Edmonton and Regina are, in fact, the only two prairie centres where incomes grew faster than 
prices. Edmonton experienced much of its price and income growth in the seventies. In the early 
1980s, when house values actually declined, renter incomes had no trouble outpacing prices. In 
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the late 1980s, prices move up marginally faster than incomes. This disparity widened in the 1990s 
but by then falling mortgage rates offset rising prices. 

One of the factors holding Edmonton house prices in check during the 1980s was low demand 
brought about by a decline in the growth rate of prime buyer renter households. Between 1971 
and 1981, renter households increased by 72 per cent. In the next decade, that rate of increase 
shrivelled to just 11.2 per cent. In one five-year period, from 1986 to 1991, Edmonton actually 
lost renter households, making it the only city in Canada to experience such a drop during that 
time. 

The interaction of prices, incomes and mortgage interest rates leaves Edmonton buyers with plenty 
of choice. In the first half of 1997. 80 per cent of all new homes and 87 per cent of all resale 
homes were within the means of prime buyers. As the chart below indicates, the incomes of 
prime buyers have risen well above levels needed to buy a home in Edmc,mton. 
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IV ...... 

1- ··Edmonton AffOrdability Trends in Detail 1970=19971 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
Sources: CMHC, Statistics Canada. 
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Calgary· 
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1IIIi ~~~~t¥j~E~~~~§~;! 
:~~i the improvement. 

····?IZ>· >16 The city stood 12th in the country for 

~!~1!5f~:1(;i~:!(J~~: ~;~~~::E~~EFlai~~~~~h 
,$.,fResaleBomesAIJordable:.·./76... starter home prices in the region but offsets that 

111;~(j;;0i;(!!111 ~~~?I~;;9;;~~;;;;::a 
r..t.illWthinReuterBouseholds .< ... improvement on Calgary's historical average 
.·.~~~1971.1991(iD 0/0) :)116 rating of35 per cent. The current rating far 

.... '. ,'.' ..... '.' ....... ',-, ,',",'.' :'- :-:< :- .... ',.:< >,:. '.'c.';-.",. :-,' .'" . - '. surpasses the record low of nine per cent 
notched in 1981, when mortgage interest rates in 

the high teens sent affordability ratings plunging right across the Prairies and in most other parts of 
Canada. 

Calgary was the least affordable prairie centre during the early 1980s after the oil boom of the 
1970s and early 1980s. Rapid price increases and rising mortgage rates more than offset increases 
in incomes in that period. This market went through another period of lagging affordability in the 
early 1990s when mortgage rates were again higher. This is a high priced market, that is 
especially sensitive to mortgage rate fluctuations. 
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Since 1970, Calgary has had an income growth rate of 480 per cent among prime buyers. Starter 
home prices, however, rose even faster, at a rate of almost 545 per cent. In the seventies, Calgary 
recorded the largest price increase in the country, closely followed by Vancouver and Edmonton. 
The balloon burst in 1982 and Calgary immediately went from the city with the most rapid price 

eriCe,<lrlcome.and ·RenteI"HolJseholdGrQWth<1970101996)··· 
~¢ic¢htage(:hangein Starter Home Pric~~,Renterltlc()n1es&RenterHolls~I1Bldsi··· ... 

1970-1980 1980-1985 1985-1990.1 1990.1"199n11970-1997.~i· 
226.8 .,1954.8 

¢riterlncome%Grbwth219.8 23. 26.4 
Nl.lilibel\ofRenter . ··1981 198Ji. 
*~~¢ij~ldsAg~d2.0.44 .. ··68,030 

g~~¢~n(~g~Gro~h·.in 
ti~rit~t.HbrikehMd~2044 

198J.,.198·6 1986-1991 
14;5 ··0.7 .... 

growth to the lowest. Houses actually lost value in Calgary and Edmonton between 1983 and 
1985. Calgary posted its largest income gains early in this timeline when both renter household 
incomes and house prices moved up at a brisk pace. 

Helping drive up housing demand and prices was the growth in the number of prime buyer renter 
households in Calgary. With a 1971-91 increase of 116 per cent, Calgary recorded the second 
highest renter household growth rate in Canada. In that same period, household formation of all 
types increased by 127 per cent, the third highest rate in the country. Between 1986 and 1991, 
though, the city witnessed a dramatic slow down in renter household growth to just 0.7 per cent, 
taking some of the demand pressure off house prices. 

In the first half of 1997, the combined impact of income growth and lower mortgage interest rates 
has kept the supply of homes affordable to many renters despite recent price increases. Almost 80 
per cent of new houses (a record high) and 76 per cent of resale homes (up from 72 per cent six 
months ago) are within the means of average income prime buyers. 
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Calgary AffordabiiitY Trend-s in Detail 1970-=1-9971 

w .... 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
Sources: CMHC, Statistics Canada. 
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Saskatoon 



Rising house prices are blamed for a drop in 
CalIl:8,Ql>;:>i:i· •••••••• i Saskatoon's affordability rating. In the first half 

of 1997, the city ranks 18th in Canada, down 
from its average 11 th place ranking. 

The per cent of renters who can afford to buy a 
Saskatoon starter home was 44 in the first half of 
1997. This is down four per cent from the city's 
all-time high of 48 per cent recorded in 1992. 

ill:; ~;:..as:~::=:.!i;5ah::;,:~~ 
::::i:i:i~:::::t:::::i~::: jump in the Prairie region. This rise in prices has 
)i:'i:}}}:::::~:: offset the affordability gains that most other ilillillllllill CMAs have experienced from mortgage rate I. declines. 

In 1992, the year of the best rating, house prices 
were again the cause. Saskatoon was the only 

.. <>:.< :::::::):;I;"~I.::] city in the region where prices took a dip from 
~~~~~~~",,--~........;;;""';';"";"';"";;';';";;~~~~ the previous year, leaving it with the lowest 

prices on the Prairies that year. 

The city's worst affordability rating was recorded in 1982, a time when sky high mortgage interest 
rates drove affordability to record lows right across the Prairies and in many other parts of the 
country. Although mortgage rates in the high teens were mainly to blame for that year's rating of 
18 per cent, Saskatoon'S high house prices and low incomes also factored in. The interval of 
1981-82 was the only time between 1970 and the present when average renter incomes fell below 
the levels required to buy the ayerage priced starter home. 
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During the 1970-97 period, starter home prices outgrew renter incomes in Saskatoon by a narrow 
margin. Demand, created by growth in prime buyer renter households, pushed prices up. 
Saskatoon's renter ,household growth rate of almost 108 per cent between 1971 and 1991 was the 
fourth highest in the country. 

Most of this growth happened between 1971 and 1986. In the last five years of that span, between 
1981 and 1986, the city's renter household growth rate of25.4 per cent was tops in the country. 
By contrast, the growth rate of 0.3 per cent during the next five years was second lowest nation 
wide. This sharp decline in the growth of prime buyer households lowered the demand for 
ownership homes and was an significant cause of the price drop that occurred in 1991-92. 

In the first half of 1997, 85.6 per cent of resale homes were priced within the means of prime 
buyers, a leap of more than five per cent from six months earlier. Rising new home prices have 
helped drag the city's affordability rating down. In the last six months, the number of affordably 
priced new homes has dropped a full per percentage point, from 87 per cent in the latter half of 
1996 to 86 per cent in the first half of 1997. 
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-USaskatoon AffordabilitYTrends in Detail 1970-1997 (I 

73,955 79,195 64.0 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year term. 
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Regina 



Over the long term (1970-97), Regina has been 
the most affordable market on the Prairies with 

520 an historical average rating of 40 per cent. This 
·J47< score is the result of the city having the region's 

second highest average incomes and lowest 
~~~~~~~~--------~~~~~ 

average house prices (during the 1990s it has 
had the highest incomes). Regina and Edmonton are the only two Prairie centres where incomes 
grew faster than house prices overall in the last 27 years. In 1997, though, Regina's house prices 
ticked up by 8.4 per cent and incomes increased more slowly than Edmonton's to pull the 
Saskatchewan capital's affordability rating below that of its Alberta counterpart's. 

On average during the 1970-97 timeline, Regina has ranked fourth in Canada for affordability, it 
has had the fifth lowest average starter home prices and the seventh highest average incomes. 
These factors combine to give Regina the lowest house price to income ratio of any metropolitan 
centre in the country. Except for the interest rate sky rocket in the early 1980s, the incomes of 
prime buyers have remained well above levels needed to buy a starter home in Regina. 
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Nonnally affluence puts upward pressure on house prices by increasing demand. In Regina, 
though, demand has remained muted because of a growth rate in prime buyer renter households 

Un, .. o ,1 .. '\ .... t"'\11'Y'110 and Renter Household Growth 1 

that is slower than the national average. Renter households aged 20 to 44 increased by just under 
4 7 per cent between 1971 and 1991. Between 1986 and 1991, there was hardly any growth at all 
in this category of households -- just one per cent. 

It is the same story for households of all kinds. With a household growth rate of 5.9 per cent 
between 1986 and 1991, Regina ranked last in the country. This low demand keeps prices in 
check and has given Regina the lowest house prices on the Prairies during most of the 1990s. 

Due to high incomes and moderate prices, almost 90 per cent of Regina's housing supply is 
affordable. In the first half of 1997, 88 per cent of new homes (sixth best in Canada) and 87 per 
cent of the resale supply (third best) were within the means of first-time buyers 
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Qegina Affordability Trends in Detall-1970-1997 ~~-J 
e.. . --.- ....... _-..... 12 .. --.......... . ... 12 ....................... _l· ..... _~ .............. .. ik-.. _.~_40_·.· .• -.-z_·-_.,,··.·l_·_ ...... ·_ . .L •• ••• ••••••••••• 2! ...... -r .. ·..•.• · ••. ··i.." ... ·.·_· .... ···· ... ·. '-.-_ .. ---.-.-.• -........ ,- .... £., ........ . 

42,580 61,490 67,640 71,655 44.4 to .0 5.9 16.5 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year term. 
Sources: CMIlC, Statistics Canada. 
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Winnipeg 



< Housing affordability hit an all-time high in 
.. Winnipeg in the first half of 1997 . The ratio of 

renters who can afford to buy a house is 44 per 
. cent, eclipsing the previous high of 42 per cent 

....•• reached in 1993. 

The 1997 affordability rating is more than 
double the record low of20 per cent scored in 
1981 when mortgage rates went through the 
roof. In 1981-82, when mortgage rates were in 
the high teens, affordability was low in all Prairie 

.~I.~e .. IJ[qDtleS Af,orti.al)I~:.) ",:,,!:!,Il centres. HistoricaIly, Winnipeg's rating since 
1971 averages 36 per cent. 

....... _""""'''''''''''''''' 

Winnipeg's current affordability rating puts it in 
16th place among Canada's 27 major markets 
and second to last in the prairie region. Even 
though Winnipeg has the second lowest average 
starter home prices in this region, it also has the 
lowest average incomes . 

Stability over the long haul characterizes the Winnipeg market. Overall in the last 27 years, starter 
home prices have increased in tandem with incomes (394 per cent and 383 per cent respectively). 
During this interval, shifts in this market's affordability pattern have occurred mostly in response to 
rises and falls in mortgage interest rates.The pattern of affordability was set in the 1970's when 
income growth in Winnipeg outpaced home price increases. Between 1980 and 1985, 
affordability improved in response to a sharp drop in mortgage rates and incomes that moved up a 
bit faster than prices. In the next five years, the pattern reversed - mortgage rates drifted higher, 
prices rose faster than incomes and affordability declined. Between 1990 and 1997, even as prices 
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rose at more than double the pace of incomes, affordability reached its record high solely because 
of the drop in mortgage rates. 

The enormous influence of interest rates on affordability in this market is further demonstrated in 
the chart at the bottom of the page. Renter household incomes in Winnipeg have remained well 
above the amount needed to buy a starter home except for years when interest rates were high . 

... Jo,'"', ...... II"'I,...nrY1'o and Renter HousehotdGrowth 1 

Muted demand for ownership housing has also aided Winnipeg's affordability rating by helping to 
keep starter horne prices in check. Between 1981 and 1991, prime buyer renter households 
increased by just nine per cent. At under 43 per cent for the 1971-91 period, Winnipeg's growth 
rate in prime buyer renter households was the lowest on the Prairies -- a pattern consistent with this 
market's overall slow growth. Households of all types increase by 51 per cent in the 1971-91 
period, compared to the national average of 75 per cent 

First time buyers have a good supply of resale homes and a modest supply of new homes within 
their means. In the first half of 1997, 81 per cent of resale homes were priced affordably, up 
marginally from six months earlier. The affordability index of new homes was also marginally 
higher at 34 per cent. 
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Winnipeg Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 

1~Hi&! 41,3!S) I,U31} 640 16,059 27,400 105.1 24.2 30.4 17.1 NA NA 17.8 
'1983 46,921 1,212 693 23,295 29,089 124.9 34.4 41.3 26.5 . NA NA 12.5 

'1984 48,202 1,302 711 24,921 30,778 123.5 n.8 40.6 25.9 NA NA 13.2 

1985 49.942 1,394 695 23,805 32,467 136.4 40.2 46.8 32.5 NA NA 11.5 
1986 53,892 1,476 688 24,552 33,755 137.5 40.4 46.8 32.7 NA NA 10.9 
1981 59,809 1,546 643 26,318 35,043 133.2 38.5 44.9 31.0 NA NA 10.7 

.• 1988 63,361 1,604 620 28,682 36,331 126.7 35.6 42.0 28.0 NA NA 11.4 

1989 65,235 1,691 622 30,752 37,619 122.3 33.6 40.2 25.8 NA NA 12.2 

•. 1990.1 64,020 1,799 670 32,919 38,907 118.2 31.8 38.4 24.2 NA NA 13.5 

19902 63,310 1,799 670 32,327 38,907 120.4 32.8 39.5 25.1 NA 48.4 13.3 

199M 67,620 2,011 755 31,805 39,982 125.7 35.3 42.1 27.4 29.2 NA 11.4 

}9912 67,590 2,011 755 30,190 39,982 132.4 38.3 45.0 30.4 34.7 72.8 10.4 

.]992.1 68,993 2,126 770 29,601 40,885 138.1 40.8 47.3 33.3 30.9 83.4 9.5 

J992.2 77,405 2,126 770 30,175 40,885 135.5 39.7 46.3 32.0 39.7 84.4 8.4 

~1993i 78,122 2,181 780 30,573 41,543 135.9 39.8 46.4 32.2 36.0 NA 8.4 

. .1993.2 78,411 2,181 780 29,610 41,543 140.3 41.7 48.1 34.3 42.1 83.5 7.8 

1994.1 81,245 2,230 790 31,248 42,219 135.1 39.5 46.1 31.8 43.4 83.6 8.2 

1994.2 79,879 2,230 790 33,784 42,219 125.0 34.9 41.7 27.1 19.1 73.8 9.8 

.. 1995.1 81,245 2,339 819 34,181 43,225 126.5 35.6 42.4 27.7 20.6 70.1 9.6 

19952 81,500 2,339 819 31,820 43,225 135.8 39.8 46.4 32.2 40.1 80.3 8.2 

1996,1 82,920 2,418 795 31,568 43,918 139.1 41.2 47.6 33.7 43.9 82.1 7.8 

19962 82,676 2,418 795 30,055 43,918 146.1 44.0 50.1 36.8 33.7 80.0 7.0 

Lj9~'t.1 86,358 2,489 846 30,744 45,119 146.8 44.2 50.3 37.1 34.2 81.1 6.7 

I 
Household Trends 1971-1991 

·· .•.• • •••. /..i:· •.•.• ~ .. ~.,#¥~i.#g~~.g~.#ijg~.!.Q •• ~.9ijl~ij9!ij~~ •••• ):···················· 
1971-81 1981-86 1986-91 1981-91 197 1-9 1 

1~~~~~~~fA~~t·O:.1 39,260 I 5 1,5 301-- 55 ,250 I 56,1151 31.3 7 .2 1.6 8.9 42.9 

,t,t:~ .• ~ •. ·:~.n~a 68,5 05 1 89,7051 92,5 70 1 95,7551 30.9 3 .2 3.4 6.7 39.8 

I~Qiil~§~~!!!H.:· ;:.1 98,120 I 129,500 I 143,750 I 156,3951 32.0 11.0 8.8 20.8 59.4 

I~J!~(j4.~~~I~.~. 166,6251219,2051236,3201252,1501 31.6 7.8 6.7 15.0 5\.3 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Thunder Bay 



Like Sudbury and Winnipeg, Thunder Bay is 
••.••.••. one of Canada's most stable housing markets. 
< Thunder Bay is an especially attractive market 

"'t}}:;J:1":··i::l 

for homeowners because of above average 
incomes, steady but moderate house price 
increases over time and low property taxes. 

In the first half of 1997, 48 per cent of renters 
.. could afford to buy a starter home, better than 

the historical average of 40 per cent. Thunder 
Bay's current score is just shy of its all-time best 

::'::}~I":""]· rating of 50 per cent, attained in 1985. 

Since 1970, the market has often been the most 
affordable in Canada (during the 1982 to 1988 

.... period it ranked either first or second). On 
average, it has been the fourth best of Canada's 

'.. 27 CMAs, although it has now slipped to 11 th 
Ili,~~··~~.lte~,.r Households· .:.:::,. >.i:\.)):(.J... place. 
N._li~~!t ... >&." ...... ,.. ... 9!U (in %): ........ . 

Much of the rest of the country has had an opportunity to catch up with Thunder Bay since 1988. 
In the current decade, the city has experienced above normal income growth due to a strong 
dependence on export-based resource industries at a time when exports are important in the 
Canadian economy. As a result, housing demand in Thunder Bay never sagged during the early 
1990s recession, as it did in so many other markets, and house prices continued to increase at a 
time when they flattened or even depressed in other markets. 

Property taxes, an important and often overlooked factor impacting affordability, are by far the 
lowest in Ontario -less than half those of Toronto and Ottawa. If the Thunder Bay purchaser were 
suddenly forced to pay Toronto level property taxes and could not afford to make higher monthly 
payments, this would diminish the indicated purchase price by over $19,000. 
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Income gains during the 1970s were important in establishing this market as a highly affordable 
centre. Even with above average house price rises in the 1990s, it is one of only nine major 
markets where incomes have led house prices overall since 1970. 

Thunder Bay appears to offer a large unmet opportunity as a first-time buyer market. Growth in 
the number of owner households has been lagging renter household growth and the home 
ownership rate has been slipping. This trend is surprising given this market's aging population and 
good historical affordability. 

Evidence suggests that Thunder Bay builders are missing an opportunity to tempt these potential 
buyers. Only 40 per cent of the new homes completed in the first half of 1997 were affordable to 
the average prime buyer as opposed to a national average of 74 per cent. This percentage falls 
well short of relatively less affordable markets such as Toronto and Ottawa. In those markets, 
builders are making a concerted effort to cater to the starter home trade and more than 70 per cent 
of their new homes are priced affordably. 
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Thunder.Bay Affordability-Trends-in Det8i1 u1970-1997\ 

.$'):,;:::, 

:!;j 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
Sources: CMHC, Statistics Canada. 
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Sudbury 



........•....••.•..•••••••..••••••..•••.••• ; •...•..•. 
Sudbury's affordability indicator, based on the 

....... ---"' ......... --..;.-......... -'--------....;..--.;......;....---' percentage of renters who can afford to buy a 
starter horne, rose from a low of 29 per cent in 1990 to 44 per cent in 1997. Its best ever 
affordability rating was 47 per cent, recorded in 1986. 

Between 1990 and 1997, average starter horne prices in Sudbury continued to rise faster than 
average incomes so affordability improvement in this period is due mainly to lower mortgage 
rates. Sudbury's situation stands in marked contrast to markets like Toronto and Oshawa where 
average prices were still lower in the first half of 1997 than they were in 1990. On average, the 
seven southern Ontario markets have seen a robust rise in affordability levels in the 1990s as their 
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ratings climbed from 14 per cent to 38 -- almost a three-fold improvement. In that same interval, 
Sudbury's improvement was less than two-fold but it had less ground to recover. 

'1",,·""""'.0 and Renter Household. Growth ·1970to1·6.····l .~ .. ~(/(:: . . }:>:(Y· .;:! 
erit:aoi'd::tlllnjite in Starter Home Prices, Renter Iricomes & Renter 

While other markets have started to catch up, Sudbury remains the second most affordable 
Ontario market after Thunder Bay. House prices in Sudbury began their climb from a lower level 
than other Ontario centres. In 1987, Sudbury was among the four lowest-priced markets in the 
country. When the price climb began, incomes were already high so housing remained affordable 
despite the higher prices. Average incomes have, in fact, always been well above the income 
required to afford an average priced starter home, as the chart at the bottom of the page indicates. 

Since there has never been a strong affordability squeeze to dampen housing demand, Sudbury's 
ownership rate moved up substantially from 58 to 64 per cent between 1971 and 1991. At the 
same time, renter households aged 20-44 grew a meagre seven per cent. The supply of resale 
homes affordable to the average renter income has fallen from its 1996 peak, but remains at 
extremely healthy levels above 80 per cent. The supply of affordable new homes is the best it has 
ever been at 84.3 per cent. 
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,-SudburyAffordability Trends il'1l?~~_i~~~!~-1997 

VI 

Household Trends 1971-1991 

39,440 50,240 51,600 57,600 27.4 2.7 11.6 14.6 46.0 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
Sources: CMHC, Statistics Canada. 
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Winsdor 



From 1984 to 1986, Windsor was Canada's most 
affordable housing market. Today it is much less 
so, ranking 23rd of Canada's 27 major markets. 
Windsor has also lost ground relative to the rest 
of southern Ontario. In the 1982 - 1992 decade, 
it was the most affordable of the seven 
traditionally high-priced markets of southern 
Ontario. Now Windsor is third from last, 
surpassing only Hamilton and Toronto. 

The main reason for this shift is a remarkable 47 
per cent rise in Windsor starter home prices since 
1990. Compared to renter household incomes, 
prices shot up almost 3.5 times faster. The only 
market that experienced a more rapid price 
acceleration between 1990 and 1997 was 

Windsor's economic growth in the 1990-97 period was above normal and average renter 
household incomes increased at a rate of just under 14 per cent. This increase matched or slightly 
exceeded income gains in other southern Ontario centres. This income spurt is at odds, however, 
with Windsor's historical pattern which has seen that city lag all other southern Ontario centres in 
renter income growth between 1971 and 1997. 

o southern Ontario markets have recovered their peak affordability levels of 1985 but Windsor's 
strong house price growth made it's comeback notably weak. The proportion of renters who could 
afford the average starter home rose an average of 25 percentage points between 1990 and 1997 
across southern Ontario. In Windsor, the increase was only 11 points. As a consequence, while 
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other centres are much more affordable than their historical average, Windsor's current 
affordability rating of 38 per cent is only slightly better than its historical average of 36 per cent 
and well below its all-time peak of 52 per cent in 1985. 

Windsor builders are responding to the city's need for more affordable housing. Since 1994, they 
have stepped up the production of housing that is affordable to average renter's incomes. In the 
first half of 1997, 71 per cent of new homes were priced affordably, a leap from 39 per cent a year 
earlier. Even with this improvement, Windsor's proportion of affordably-priced new homes lags 
behind Toronto and four other Ontario CMAs. 

Affordability is also growing in the resale home market but the proportion of listings that are 
affordable to average renter incomes continues to fall short of early 1990's levels. In the first half 
of 1997, 66 per cent of listings are affordable, an improvement over the 52 per cent ratio a year 

earlier but well short of the 77 per cent recorded in 1992. 
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Windsor Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 

~~~~i·j:· 
~W··· l~~~tlY)::i ~i,~I:l9.if;:i ~~t~~~~~J 

k\i··························· rumti'c.{:}', 
~~~,I!il ~~9.~~s,::::y Renters:::' lar:f:Ji 

)iil~< .' M-!n~~· ~~i\~~e.!il:· •••• t!i!r1 !i'~ il~;~~e:ioiln ~~.m¢#~~: fl~(~4D,!!: ;rJ{~~!r: ~~tr~~W!· Rate;l •• · .••.• ·, ••.•. 

W!~::li Home. '. Jll,iy$t@er Pi:liti.~·'·n: t6~ij~jreA1 ~~r~~~II;::: ¥~lIrt~rm 
~~~(s) .• ijitJt.~($) •.•.•• lJuye#(ij •. tntllfu~(~6j ~JY •• '.:· N~~J?ti'mj $(M(o/~j.·.> ·n(%) • .... , .• ·.(°10).,' •.•.•...• ............. ..... 

1~10~ 20,823 512 NA 9,590 11,064 115.4 28.5 19.0 17.3 NA NA 10.1 

• .... J~80 43,198 770 NA 21,634 23,301 107.7 28.3 30.5 24.4 NA NA 14.3 
):: •••••. ·1910 40,123 775 NA 24,580 25,796 104.9 25.4 28.2 20.8 NA NA 18.3 
•• : )1~8:z 37,263 858 NA 23,275 28,292 121.6 34.1 37.3 29.0 NA NA 17.8 

••·.•••• .•• ' •• 1:983 40,856 941 671 20,137 30,787 152.9 46.0 49.5 40.3 NA NA 12.5 
.·1$84 41,785 1,017 666 21,410 33,283 155.5 47.6 51.7 41.1 NA NA 13.2 

·;:<1985 46,021 1,088 656 21,367 35,778 167.4 51.8 56.5 44.7 NA NA 11.5 
<,1986 51,720 1,157 640 22,690 37,120 ... " .............. 163.6 50.5 54.8 43.8 NA NA 10.9 

• ':J~lrl 58,656 1.229 622 24,883 38,462 154.6 47.5 51.8 40.9 NA NA 10.7 
•• 1988 65,637 1,293 635 28,540 39,803 139.5 41.7 46.5 34.4 NA NA 11.4 

::F1ll~9 79,164 1,348 596 34.623 41,145 118.8 32.8 37.8 25.4 NA NA 12.2 
:,9$1);1 84,550 1,440 606 39,681 42,487 107.1 26.2 30.5 19.8 NA NA 13.5 

::.1$j$.002 84,420 1,440 606 39,213 42,487 108.4 25.3 31.3 20.5 NA 41.3 13.3 
.1991;1 87,800 1,480 673 36,800 44,028 119.6 33.1 38.0 25.8 5.8 NA 11.4 ........ , ..... ,. 

Ht~!Jt~ 87,530 1.480 673 34,631 44,028 127.1 36.5 41.3 29.3 13.0 64.2 10.4 

h'~$~;t 89,263 1,544 678 33,530 44,642 133.1 38.8 43.5 31.8 36.8 77.0 9.5 
V1 l·n~~9~02 97,974 \,544 678 33,680 44,642 132.5 38.6 43.3 31.6 27.5 75.8 8.4 
V1 

,,"9!)~4 101,013 1,572 711 34,702 45,044 129.8 37.5 42.3 30.4 23.0 74.7 8.4 

1993.2 104,685 1,572 711 34,314 45,044 131.3 38.1 42.8 31.1 27.7 72.7 7.8 

H19$4,1 107,374 1,600 727 36,098 45,404 125.8 35.9 40.7 28.6 24.5 71.2 8.2 

1994.2 109,206 1,600 727 40,746 45,404 111.4 28.8 33.3 22.0 12.3 35.0 9.8 
t99!t1 111,810 1,660 684 40,783 46,524 114.1 30.3 34.9 23.3 17.3 42.1 9.6 

J~!J!j~ 114,293 1,660 684 38,109 46,524 122.1 34.3 39.2 26.9 30.6 48.2 8.2 

j1~~~,t 118,536 1,760 685 38,414 47,159 122.8 34.6 39.5 27.2 39.1 52.0 7.8 
•• 1996.2 115,965 1,760 -........... -... , ...... _. 685 35,713 47,159 132.0 38.4 43.1 31.4 53.6 59.1 7.0 

:t~~!4 124,505 1,785 735 37,172 48,353 130.1 37.6 42.4 30.6 71.4 65.7 6.7 

Household Trends 1971-1991 

·:.:·:: ••• :.: •• ::.Bf!r~:!i;n:\~9!.q.ij~~9!i.l. ~ •• ·H¥M~ •. ~. b,0'1~.W •.• r •••••• · .................. ··••.·•·· 
1971 1981 1986 1991 1971-81 1981-86 1986 -91 1981-91 1971-91 

\3,745 15,745 17,520 17,77 5 14.6 11.3 1.5 12.9 29.3 

22,030 27,970 30,020 30,690 27.0 7 .3 2.2 9.7 39.3 

52.190 59.445 61.595 66.615 \3 .9 3.6 8.2 12.1 27.6 

74,220 I 87,4151 9 1,6 151 97,3051 17 .8 4.8 6.2 11.3 31. I~l~:!;~~~~~~~~!~::i::, 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
Sources: CMHC, Statistics Canada. 
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London 



Housing affordability in London is near an 
all-time high and this is good news in a market 
that traditionally ranks among the least 
affordable in Canada. In 1997, the percentage of 
renters who can afford to buy has reached 40 per 
cent. This places London 20th among Canada's 
27 major markets, ahead of neighbouring 
Kitchener and Hamilton. The current ranking 
exactly matches London's historical average over 
the past 27 years. 

London's best ever affordability rating was 43 
per cent, recorded in 1985. The city's worst 
reading was 16 per cent in 1990. Since 1970, 

»> ) >~:t~~/I London's affordability rating has averaged 30 

Despite its low national ranking, London has the 
,"--~=_~~'---'-___ "";";"" _____ ===..;.J requisite elements to encourage home 

ownership. Compared with Kitchener and Hamilton, the city has slightly lower average incomes, 
but it has considerably lower average starter home prices and property taxes. 

In London, prices rose faster than incomes during the 1971-91 period, but only as a result of rapid 
price escalation between 1985 and 1990. In those five years, London got caught up in the 
speculative price boom that swept southern Ontario and house prices surged up about four times 
faster than incomes. Since 1990, prices and incomes have risen modestly and in tandem so lower 
mortgage rates have had the effect of steadily improving affordability since 1994. On the supply 
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side, the London market provides ample housing affordable to renters in the prime buyer group. 
The city's resale market caters to the starter home trade better than most southern Ontario 
metropolitan areas, offering a large selection of affordable homes. In 1997, a record 73 per cent of 
active listings were within the affordable range. The proportion of new homes affordable to the 
average renter is also at a new high - up from 16 per cent in 1991 to 66 per cent in 1997. 

In spite of conditions favourable to buyers, London has a high ratio (43 per cent) of renter 
PricetlnComeand. Renterfiouseholdc;rovvttl197Qto1996 < ........ . 
Pbrc.entagechangeu1StarterHotl1ePricbs'~rtt~tttl~otl1es&Reht~1"if()JSkhblds>···· 

1970 -1980/1980-1985 . 1985-1990.1 1990.1.,1997A 
Starter Home Price % Growth . . 10M 

Re:nterlnc orne % Growth 

fttltti.her ofRenler 
FlQuseholdsA ged 20·44 

~~rcentageGrowth in 
R~tit~ilIo~~eholds 20-44 

19 81~ 19?1> ................ . 
<252·.······················ 

households in the prime buyer 20 to 44 age group. The city's 75 per cent growth rate among these 
households between 197] and ] 991 was well above the national average and almost twice that of 
Hamilton and St. Catharines. This increase puts London in league with both Kitchener and 
Sherbrooke, other university towns where students swell the ranks of renters. 

London's growth in renter households, in fact, outstripped its growth in ownership households and 
there is nothing to suggest this situation will change anytime soon. This market is the only one in 
southern Ontario with an apartment vacancy rate that has held above three per cent since 1991. 
With healthy competition among landlords trying to attract tenants, renters have little incentive to 
make their initial home purchase. 
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I HLondon Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 

~~~f}:ii 
~~iJ}: 
YeiF< 
~Fl~t()JI 20,4541 5791 NAI 9,7021 9,7751 100.71 18.81 22.11 8.51 NAI NAI 10.1 
:}]9801 42,8451 6411 NAI 21,0481 22,9041 108.81 28.41 37.61 17.41 NAI NAI 14.3 
T:;.:Ht,~n 41,9951 6461 NAI 25,1411 24,9611 99.31 22.61 29.81 13.81 NAI NAI 18.3 

::)l!Jf.~1 42,7621 7141 NAI 25,5901 27,0171 105.61 26.31 33.71 17.41 NAI NAI 17.8 
:::::::1$.13.31 48,9321 7831 6711 22,6291 29,0741 128.51 37.91 45.91 27.91 NAI NAI 12.5 

:j9841 50,0061 8471 6661 24,0561 31,1301 129.41 38.71 46.61 28.91 NAI NAI 13.2 
:nI9851 54,7401 9061 6561 23,8141 33,1871 139.41 43.51 51.31 33.61 NAI NAI 11.5 

.JIJ,SljI 64,4351 9641 6401 26,2831 . 34.9321 132.91 41.21 48.91 31.31 NAI NAI 10.9 
FllJ,8:71 81,3801 1,0231 6221 31,6401 36,6771 115.91 33.01 40.41 23.61 NAI NAI 10.7 
]9881 90,5761 1,0761 6351 36,4171 38,4221 105.51 28.01 35.31 18.61 NAI NAI 11.4 

Y):j9891 101,0471 1,1621 5961 41,9321 40,1671 95.81 22.91 29.61 14.11 NAI NAI 12.2 
:i1'!I~MI 110,3801 1,2901 6061 49,3801 41,912\ 84.91 16.21 21.31 9.61 NAI NAI 13.5 
::199(tial 113,3601 1,2901 6061 49,9931 41,9121 83.81 15.51 20.41 9.21 NAI 11.91 13.3 
:19.91UU 113,9101 1,3551 6731 45,3521 43,4321 95.8\ 22.81 29.61 14.01 16.1\ NAI 11.4 
:JIJ,!Jl~1 115,6601 1,3551 6731 43,2071 43,4321 100.51 25.61 32.81 16.01 12.71 38.41 10.4 
499:20:11 114,8991 1,4681 6781 40,9301 44,0381 107.61 29.51 37.4\ 19.31 21.71 52.81 9.5 

::j99:2.21 119,8191 1,4681 6781 39,4061 44,0381 111.81 32.01 39.91 21.61 23.41 60.01 8.4 
;1'fJ:~41 120,2211 1,5501 71i1 39,8761 44,4351 11l.41 31.81 39.71 21.41 32.81 64.01 8.4 

41J,!l3.2 125,443 1,550 711 39,634 44,435 112.1 32.2 40.1 21.8 

:4994J 124,668 1,636 727 40,854 44,790 109.6 30.8 38.6 20.5 
Ht9942 122,123 1,636 727 44,608 44,790 100.4 25.5 32.8 16.0 
>J995 .. 1 118,729 1,665 684 42,869 45,895 107.1 29.2 37.0 19.0 

199$.~ 119,422 1,665 684 39,506 45,895 116.2 34.4 42.4 23.8 

::JIJ,$~M 121,539 1,723 685 39,078 46,520 II 9.0 35.8 43.9 25.2 
:19962 125,515 1,723 685 37,910 ................ , .......... 46,520 122.7 37.7 45.8 27.2 
··············1 :1:'9:7:\ . 125,185 1,819 735 37,438 47,698 127.4 40.1 48.2 29.6 

19911 1971-81 1981-86 

Household Trends 1971-1991 
I II! :: .. :·i·.:·.·· .. ·.·.·.·.:·: ••• ··:·: ....•• :.·.:·:.··· ••.•. : •• ·.·: ••• ·· •• Numf~·.,:·~·tiiou.lSl$#~ .. ·ds , 

39,040 

62,260 

84,650 

40.0 8.9 

~3.9 7.9 

34.0 7.2 

:::J~-:~:"":.:"I'.'!":·:tt::"I'.·P.~:'Y.:'::::: ::::.::::;;j]I-___________ ....... ______ ......II-___ _ 146,910 38.0 7.5 

32.9 65.0 7.8 
41.1 62.7 8.2 
19.3 40.0 9.8 
24.7 45.6 9.6 
41.3 57.8 8.2 
54.4 62.8 7.8 
59.9 69.8 7.0 
66.6 73.4 6.7 

l.~ftgeIWH~~~~~~iij~ iii :.: ..... ".:.:.' 
1986-91 1981-91 1971-91 

15 .0 25 .2 75 .3 

.1 23.1 77.2 

13 .1 2 1.2 62 .4 

13 .5 22.0 68.3 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
Sources: CMHC, Statistics Canada. 
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Kitchener 



Housing affordability in Kitchener has improved 
dramatically in the 1990s but has yet to regain its 
all-time best. In the first half of 1997, the rating, 
which is based on the per cent of renters who 
can afford a starter home, was 38 per cent. This 
is a five-fold improvement over the 1990 lowest 
rating of just eight per cent but falls short of the 

'})'::::::::~;I:::> .. peak reading of 43 per cent achieved in 1985. 
Historically, Kitchener averaged a rating of29 
per cent between 1970 and 1997. 

i Nationally, Kitchener is in 22nd place relative to 
•••••.• '.. the 27 major Canadian markets, almost exactly 
.,. where it has stood on average since 1970. In 

1970, however, Kitchener had the highest starter 
home prices in Canada and was the second least 
affordable city. It regained the second worst 
standing in 1990 when its affordability rating 

"""""-"'"'--.......... ---~------........; .................... bottomed out. 

Through the years, Kitchener followed the same volatile affordability cycle as most centres in 
southern Ontario. As the "price, income" table on page two shows, Kitchener house prices 
rocketed ahead of average renter incomes between 1985 and 1990. The price roller coaster then 
plummeted with starter home prices actually dropping between 1990 and 1992 and barely rising 
until a price increase in 1997 restored values to their 1990 levels. 

Kitchener Affordabi/ity Trends 
so r-------r-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~------I 10 
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The price jump of the 1980s benefited homeowners but slammed the door to ownership for more 
than 90 per cent of renters. Between 1990 and 1996, renter income gains generated by the city's 
auto-based economy outpaced housing prices and affordability continued to improve until 1996. 
In 1997, however, rising consumer confidence boosted demand for housing and starter home 

~nG;t:. Income and Renter Household Growth 197'dio1 
in Starter Home Prices, Renter Incomes & RenterHoiis~h.~lds} 

prices took a jump. As a result, affordability slipped in 1997 despite lower mortgage interest 
rates. 

Although housing affordability has been a serious constraint in Kitchener, the population has 
grown at a relatively high rate. Overall household growth is the third highest in the country with 
renters taking up a large share of this growth. At 80 per cent between 1971 and 1991, Kitchener 
had one of the highest renter growth rates in the prime buyer age group outside of the western 
provinces. 

With so many renters unable to afford homes in the 1980s, builders mobilized in the '90s to satisfy 
the pent up demand for starter homes. The percentage of new homes priced within the means of 
prime buyer renter households has risen steadily from a dismal 3.5 per cent in 1991 to this year's 
peak of more than 84 per cent. The 1997 resale market lists 69 per cent of homes priced below the 
affordable threshold. 
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Kitchener Aff~-~~abilitt_ ... re~ds inDe-tail-19-?O--1997~1 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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St. Catherines-Niagara 



Housing affordability in 8t. Catharines-Niagara 
has improved sharply in the 1990s, consistent 
with other southern Ontario markets. Like those 
markets, though, 8t. Catharines' has not 
recovered its record high affordability ratings of 
the mid-l 980s. 

: ::,"':::!:::::.:':.::. 
,:,">;;,;.;,;;.,;.;".";, ................... '; ';'; Supply Data 

In the first half of 1997, 42 per cent of 8t. 
Catharines renters could afford to buy a starter 
home, compared to the city's all-time high of 46 
per cent recorded in 1986. The 1997 rating is, 
however, a marked improvement over 8t. 
Catharines' 1970-97 historical average of33 per 
cent. 

~;:::~~>"''''!E;:w.JtIODIeS AO'ordable : 
.~ •• e~ell(CJJIles Alfordable: 

Even though its affordability is better than usual, 
8t. Catharines' national ranking has hardly 
budged from its historical average. In 1997, it is 

.•. ; .• the 19th most affordable of the country's 27 
< CMAs; historically it holds down 18th place. 

Among southern Ontario markets, traditionally 
some of Canada's most expensive, 8t. Catharines fares somewhat better. There it is the second 
most affordable, a position it has held consistently over the years. This historical pattern helps 
explain why more than 70 per cent of all 8t. Catharines households own their homes - the highest 
rate of home ownership in Canada. 

This market is particularly inexpensive and it currently has the lowest average house prices in 
Ontario. Even when Ontario house prices boomed, the rate of increase in 8t. Catharines was the 
lowest of any city in the province. 
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St. Catharines Affordability Trends 
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As a result, home price increases have not outpaced incomes in St. Catharines to the degree that 
they did in some neighbouring markets. In the last 27 years, average starter home prices have risen 
slightly more than average incomes and both climbed at rates below the national average . 

• P.ncet·.·.·lnCQrlle· and· ·Renter.l-iouseholdStbWth •• 1.970 ••• to1.99S •••••••••••• n···.i/· 
.Percentage •• ChaIlge.inStarter·BolIle·Pri:~s,R~riteflhbdlIles •• &Ren&iHhlli~h6tdS?H)···»·········· 

Renterlnc orne%Growth 

..... \.l1l1bc! of Renter . 
Ii~llseholdsAged 20·44 

e~:r¢elll~ge Growth in 
bIlt~tHouseholds 20-44 

1910-19801980.;1985 1985..,1990.11990 .1-19?14 

·1980-1991. 
13.0···· 

Notwithstanding its affordability relative to other centres in southern Ontario, St. Catharines grew 
slowly between 1971 and 1991. This is the case both for prime buyer renter households, whose 
ranks increased 43 per cent, and for overall household growth. The growth of all households was 
54 per cent, one of the lowest in the country and well below the national average of75 per cent. 
This modest rate of growth spared St. Catharines the severe demand pressure that drove house 
prices up in other Ontario markets. 

The city's relatively low house prices help ensure an ample supply of affordable homes. Since 
1990, more than a third of new homes and almost half the resale homes were priced below the 
affordable level. In the first half of 1997, a record 78 per cent of resale homes were priced 
affordably and a record 74 per cent of new homes were affordable. 
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* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Hamilton 



~:: 

X(:{ :/) n the last two years, Hamilton has been a more 
affordable housing market than it has in a decade 
due to stable house prices during the early 1990s 

::::::.:(~~i:1 and mortgage rate declines since 1992. 

Even so, affordability slipped slightly in the last 
year due to a notable increase in prices for starter 
homes. Since the last half of 1996, the average 
price paid for starter homes rose by about seven 
per cent, forcing the city's affordability rating 
down from 34.9 per cent in late 1996 to 34 per 
cent in the first half of 1997. Since 1970, the 
affordability rating of the Hamilton market has 
averaged only 28 per cent. 

Like all southern Ontario markets, affordability 
.. ::: .... : .. : .. :: .. :: .... was highest in the mid 1980s just before a major 

·.·· .. ::·.:::.~:::r'.·:·.,.:1 price escalation that occurred between 1985 and 

i::: ii!i!~: :1 1990. In 1985, Hamilton was the seventh most 
< affordable of Canada's 27 major urban markets 

~~~~~~-----';';""'.....;;;.:";"';;;:'~~~ and about 43 per cent of renters could afford to 
buy a starter home. By 1990, a meagre 12 per cent of renters could afford to buy .. 

For most of its history, including today, Hamilton has been one of Canada's least affordable 
markets. It now ranks 24th of the 27 markets because it has been affected by high house prices 
spilling over from nearby Toronto. Incomes in the Hamilton market, however, are low relative to 
either Toronto or Oshawa, another housing market heavily influenced by Toronto. 

The Ham~lton market is one of only five in Canada to record a price growth rate of over 550 per 
cent since 1970. Hamilton's income growth, however, has fallen short of the increases of those 
other four cities. 
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Over the long run, Hamilton appears to be feeling the effects of an expanding Toronto commuter 
shed. Renters in the rapidly growing Toronto market look to places like Hamilton to find houses 
they can afford to buy. Hence higher Toronto incomes put upward pressure on Hamilton house 
prices. The distorting impact of these "outside" incomes shows up in the chart at the bottom of this 
page that depicts ratios between average renter income and the amount needed to buy a starter 
home. Hamilton's pattern more closely resembles Toronto's than the conditions of other mid-sized 
southern Ontario markets. 

Income and Renter Household Growth 1 

Since 1988, prime buyer incomes in Hamilton have rarely moved above the level needed to buy. 
It is no surprise, then, that the growth of homeowner households in Hamilton during the late 1980s 
has been under 10 per cent, compared to more than 13 per cent in Toronto and 15 per cent in 
nearby Kitchener. 

Hamilton builders have responded to the need for affordable homes by providing a good supply of 
new housing priced to the average renter household income. More than two-thirds of newly 
completed homes are priced affordably in 1997, the highest ratio this decade. The supply of 
affordably-priced resale homes is almost identical at 66 per cent. 
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Hamilton Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 

-..J 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year term. 

Sources: CMHC, . Statistics Canada. 
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Toronto 



The Toronto home market has experienced some 
dramatic price swings since 1985, but the 1990s 
have opened the door to more and more potential 
buyers. Lower mortgage rates and declining 
house prices account for the improvement. 

After reaching a record high level of 37 per cent 
in 1985, Toronto's affordability rating fell to a 
record low of six per cent in 1990 and has now 
recovered to 34 per cent. This rating is based on 
the percentage of renters aged 20-44 who can 
afford to buy a starter home. Historically, since 
1970, these high and lows average out to an 
affordability rating of 23 per cent. 

House prices in the Toronto market have 
== ....... ...;.;;;;;.;.;;.;;;;; ............ "---'--......... ~~~=== increased 679 per cent in the last 27 years, a rate 

exceeded only by Vancouver and Victoria. While Toronto was the least affordable market in 
Canada in 1987-91, it is now more affordable than either Vancouver or Victoria. This makes it the 
25th most affordable among Canada's 27 major markets. 

The 1985-90 boom years endowed existing owners with a tremendous equity boost but also shut 
out many first-time buyers. By 1990, house prices were completely out of sync with renters' 
incomes. In that half decade, prices climbed by 150 per cent but renter incomes rose only 31.6 per 
cent. This disparity is vividly displayed on the chart at the bottom of the next page. It shows that 
the average renter's income was insufficient to buy a starter home from 1987 until 1992. In the 
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1990s, stagnant prices, income gains and lower mortgage rates improved affordability. But it was 
not until late 1996 that a better buffer had been established between the average renter's income 
and the income needed to buy an average priced starter home. 

Hrice,lncome and Renter Household Growth 1970tcr1 

Toronto's first time buyers, however, have been aided by an increase in the supply of homes priced 
within the means of average renter incomes. Builders responded to the affordability crisis of the 
early 1990s by stepping up production of modestly-priced homes. As a result, the share of 
affordably-priced new homes skyrocketed to record levels, rising from a low of five per cent in 
1991 to 74 per cent in the first half of 1997. In the resale market, even though the proportion of 
homes sold at affordable prices appears to have levelled off since 1996, 62 per cent now sell at 
prices below the affordable threshold. 
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Toronto Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 
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425,060 13 .3 

774,445 13 .9 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year term. 
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Oshawa 



,,:"'~''''''',,'·I 

The most affordable housing in southern Ontario 
is in the Oshawa market. In 1993, it replaced 
Windsor as the most affordable of southern 
Ontario's seven major markets, traditionally 
among the most expensive in the country. On a 
national scale, CMHC's affordability indicator 
ranks Oshawa 17 out of Canada's 27 major 
housing markets. 

In 1997, 45 per cent of Oshawa renters could 
afford to buy a starter home, down a bit from the 
1985 figure of 45 per cent but well above the 
low of 10 per cent in 1991. The city's historical 
average is 31 per cent. 

==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

High household incomes, not low ownership 
costs, make Oshawa southern Ontario's 
affordability leader. In fact, Oshawa has the 

second highest ownership costs in Ontario next to neighbouring Toronto. Even so, Oshawa starter 
homes cost 15 to 20 per cent less than comparable properties in Toronto. As a result, many young 
Toronto buyers have been purchasing homes in Oshawa, trading offprice for extra commuting. 
This influx of commuters has given Oshawa Canada's highest rate of household growth among 
major markets. 

As a result of rapid growth and high incomes, Oshawa has a home ownership level of 70 per 
cent, second only to St. Catharines in all of Canada. It also had the highest rate of home 
ownership growth in 1971-1991 among major Canadian markets. 
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Oshawa's housing affordability picture, however, has not always been so rosy. In 1986-91, growth 
in renter households temporarily outstripped growth in owner households due to extremely 
depressed affordability conditions in southern Ontario at that time. While housing became less 
affordable almost everywhere in 1986-90 due to rising prices and mortgage rates, Oshawa 
experienced Canada's steepest affordability drop. 

The trend chart (previous page) shows what happened. Between 1985 and 1990, the proportion of 
renters who could afford a starter home slid 37 percentage points due mainly to rising prices for 
that type of housing. Since 1990, Oshawa's affordability experienced an equally dramatic 
recovery, rising 36 points between 1990-96. Like other southern Ontario centres, Oshawa has not 
completely returned to its record high affordability level of the mid 1980s. 

In,...,,,,,,,,a and Renter Household GroWth 1 
in Starter Home Prices; Reritet lricofiies 

On the supply side, the proportion of new homes affordable to the average renter reached a record 
87 per cent in 1997 after Oshawa builders started concentrating their market output on first time 
buyers during the 1990s. From 1992 to 1997, they steadily increased the proportion of new homes 
within the affordable range. 
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33 ,990 60,790 68,010 82,910 78.8 11.9 21.9 36.4 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Ottawa 



The Ottawa market often marches to its own 
beat. In the mid-1980s, when other Ontario 

"""",~""",,,,,,,,,,;,,;,,,,,,,,,-,;,,,,;;,;,,,;,,,, _______ --,--,,,,,,,,,,......;..J centres experienced their most affordable period, 
Ottawa felt an affordability squeeze. The capital came out of the recession of the early 1980s 
sooner than other major markets and saw a rapid escalation in house prices. By 1985, Ottawa had 
the highest starter horne prices in the country, offsetting the impact of the mid-80s drop in interest 
rates that helped produce record affordability levels in other Ontario centres. 

While incomes in Ottawa tend to be among the country's highest, house prices since 1980 have 
grown at a consistently faster pace than incomes and homes have become less affordable. Income 
growth among renters has been particularly slow in the 1990s - in fact, one of the lowest rates in 
the nation. 
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With price increases outpacing income growth, average renter incomes in Ottawa have never risen 
much above the level needed to buy a starter home until the last two years. (See the chart at the 
bottom of this page). This characteristic left Ottawa's affordability rating especially vulnerable to 
mortgage rate fluctuations. Each time mortgage rates peaked, the ratio of income required to buy 
fell below 100 . 

. ,~ ....... ",'-,.".' "Income and Renter Household Growth 

From one of Canada's least affordable markets has evolved one of the country's most affordable 
new home markets. With high prices shutting many purchasers out of the market for so long, 
Ottawa builders are catering to a large pent up market for modestly priced ownership housing. 
Ottawa may be Canada's seventh least affordable market, but it now has the fifth most affordable 
supply of new homes. In the first half of 1997, 90 per cent of new homes are affordable to the 
average renter, the best affordable new home supply since 1991. 

Recent declines in mortgage rates have pushed Ottawa's resale market to record affordability. The 
proportion of listings now affordable to the average renter income is now about 70 per cent. 
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* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
Sources: CMIlC, Statistics Canada. 
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Hull 



Like most Quebec markets, Hull is one of the 

~~celltof~~~~~wh~~B~~ ~~~~~aaC:~;~ ;:~~~~ !~~~~~b~~~!::;~~eat a =:::= ~~::~~~Bl):<:: ..... :~~r~a~i~~io~ht~ ~:~~~:~~~~:~~~~ ~9 ~~~l 
Jalstorlcallow(70):<21 cent in the first half of 1997, its best level ever. 
la!storicalaverale: ··38 Hull's historical average affordability rating is 38 
~rent rankinl out of 27 centres:· 7 
~!~raie ranking: .. 10 per cent. In 1997, the city ranks sixth in the 

:i~~HaJf of 1997 Supply Data country for housing affordability. 

~.~fNewBomes Affordable: 
%CofResale BOllles AiTordable: 

1;~;B~~.Price Growth 
\1?70"97·(in .. %): 

il ... ter Income Growth 
.~'7~7i.(b.a~): 

Grinnhbittettter Households 
~~20-441971.1991 (in %): 

358 

370 

Since it is part of the National Capital Region 
housing market, Hull is naturally compared to 
and influenced by what transpires in the Ottawa 
market. The region enjoys a higher income level 
than most of the country so it is no surprise that 
Hull achieves its affordability ranking as a result 
of high incomes, not low house prices. 

House prices in the Hull market are actually among the highest in Quebec, although they are 
slightly below Montreal prices and considerably below Ottawa's. In 1996, Hull's average starter 
home price was $97,750; Ottawa's average was $134,668. The combined impact of incomes and 
prices means four of every five new homes and two-thirds of all resale homes in the Hull market 
sell within the affordability price threshold. 

In the 1980s, Hull experienced the highest growth in the number of ownership households of any 
Canadian market as Ottawa buyers took advantage of Hull's relatively affordable prices during the 
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late 80s price squeeze. In the 1990s, starter homes in Hull continue to sell at an average price of 
35 per cent less than those in Ottawa. 

For a brief period at the start of the 1970s, Hull was less affordable than Ottawa. In 1970, Hull 
notched its record low affordability rating of 21 per cent. A strong run-up in Ottawa house prices 

···lnCorl1eand .. RenterHolu$e!l'lOldG~ro'M:h 

during the '70s, however, set a pattern that has persisted ever since and Hull's affordability rating 
has exceeded Ottawa's by an average 10 per cent during the last 25 years. 

Since 1983, Hull has had the most stable level of affordability in the country. The strong price 
growth in the National Capital in the early 1980s did spill across the river with the result that 
Ottawa and Hull respectively recorded the fastest rates of house price growth in Canada between 
1980 and 1985. Even so, house prices in Hull remained substantially below those in Ottawa and 
price growth did not outstrip income growth in Hull as it did in Ottawa. In the 1990s, as illustrated 
by the trend line chart on the previous page, declining mortgage rates have helped Hull sustain its 
enviable affordability status. 
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Hull Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 

37,875 60,950 70,270 84,275 60.9 15.3 19.9 38.3 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year term. 
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Montreal 



Montreal has traditionally been the most 
affordable of Canada's three largest housing 
markets and in 1997 can still claim this status. 
On a national ranking, Montreal is the 14th most 
affordable market in Canada in 1997. 

Since 1970, an average of 34 per cent of prime 
buyers have been able to afford a starter home in 
Montreal. In both Vancouver and Toronto the 
comparable figure is about 23 per cent. 

Montreal's starter home prices and incomes have 
both grown at much slower rates 
thanVancouver's and Toronto's. The key to 
Montreal's consistently higher affordability 
rating is lower house prices. Among the three 
cities, Montreal has by far the lowest prices --

~ .......... ;";;;,;,;, .......... -<";;;;,,,,"-,o....-______ -",",,,,,,,,,~ almost half those of Vancouver. 

Like all Quebec markets, with the exception of Trois Rivieres, Montreal's affordability level set a 
new record in 1997 as the proportion of prime buyers who can afford to buy reached 45 per cent 
of renters. Both demand and supply, combined with lower mortgage interest rates, have combined 
to maintain and enhance Montreal's excellent affordability level. 
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On the demand side, income growth in Montreal has lagged behind the rest of the country, 
dampening the inflation of house prices. Montreal also has a low growth rate and is ranked as one 
of the country's five slowest growing major markets. 

On the supply side, Montreal and Quebec are unique among cities with populations over 500,000. 
They are the only ones where the proportion of newly-built homes, affordable to average renters, 
has consistently. exceeded 40 per cent throughout the 1990s. Helping to house' 
. ············• .. ·ihcome and Renter Household Growth 1 .. 

'::'" 

check in both centres, are high rental vacancy rates and a cheap, plentiful supply of rental housing, 
due to the energetic construction of small scale rental projects. 

Affordability in Montreal, as in the rest of the country, has also benefited from dramatically lower 
mortgage interest rates. In Montreal, affordability dropped sharply in the late 1980s with increases 
in both prices and mortgage rates. In fact, between 1970 and 1997, Montreal house prices 
outstripped renter income growth. In those years prices rose by 480 per cent while renter incomes 
went up by 364 per cent. This disparity has been mitigated during most of the 1990s due to lower 
interest rates. As a result, affordability has made a sharp recovery. 
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10 

Household Trends 1971-1991 

805,95011,037,3001 1,115,35511,235,725 28.7 7.5 10 .8 19.1 53.3 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Trois-Rivieres 



Trois Rivieres lost a bit of ground in housing 
affordability in 1997 but is still considerably 
more affordable than it has been for most of its 
recent history. It is also one of the most 

)i><!!~ •• '.::>."l." consistently affordable markets across Canada, 
.,.", .. ,.~,.,,< >'.C , .. , ranking seventh in 1997. 

This is the only major Quebec market where 
affordability declined since the end of 1996, 
dipping from 50 per cent (the city's highest ever 
affordability rating) to 49 per cent. A small 
bump from $69,000 to $73,000 in the average 
price paid for a starter home caused the decline. 

Between 1970 and 1997 affordability averaged 
39 per cent. The city's all-time low was 19 per 

L;.;;;;;;;;.~"';"""~"""";~ _________ ........;;~~ cent, recorded in 1981. 

Except when a rise in mortgage rates pulled the affordability level down in 1994, more than nine 
of every 10 new homes sold in the I 990s was at a price affordable to the average prime buyer. In 
1996, a remarkable 98 per cent of new homes were below this threshold and in 1997, even after 
the small price hike, the figure is 93 per cent. 

Also contributing to affordability on the supply side is the city's good selection of inexpensive 
rental housing. In Trois Rivieres, as in Sherbrooke and Chicoutimi, the growth in ownership 
households has been lagging behind growth in the number of households who rent. 

Trois-Rivieres Affordability Trends 
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Since 1970, Trois Rivieres house prices have increased only slightly more than incomes. Much of 
this gain, however, occurred in the 1970s when the price of a starter home increased 134 per cent, 
. some 10 per cent more than the national average. Thereafter price change has been subdued and 
below the national average rate of increase. Overall, in the 1970-97 period, house prices have gone 
up by about 360 per cent and incomes by about 328 per cent. 

Income and Renter Household Growth 1 

With prices and incomes moving in rough tandem over the long tenn, the average incomes of 
prime buyers in Trois Rivieres has consistently exceeded the income needed to buy. Throughout 
the 1990s, incomes have been 30 to SO per cent higher than those required, meaning most prime 
buyers have ready access to starter homes. Trois Rivieres' already favourable affordability 
situation is only made better by current low mortgage interest rates. 
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Trois-Riv ieres Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-19 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Sherbrooke 



.:»); ):/·;:::(;:~ii:::\)::;:<::: Even though its affordability rate is higher than 
................: .. ... !...j ever, Sherbrooke is the least affordable market in 

/:::):::i.I:91 Quebec, and ranks 16th in Canada in 1997 . 

. :.: ...... :. :::.~«:;:~<;::> .:-:-: .: .... .;::.:::::::: >:u: 
·.:.:::i':\ The Sherbrooke market reflects the state of most 
::.:;: ',' . 
:;17 Quebec markets where 1997 affordability ratings 

: .. : .... :· •• ·:.>ls·· are at record highs. The proportion of prime 

1~~~Of1997 Supply Data . ~~~~~i::~~;~r~:: ;!Oc~:' a~~:d!ebi~y is at 
:orNewBomes Aft"ordable :'1. double the city's lowest rating, set in 1970, and 

~::~B.esale Bo .. sAtlordable: 67 well above the city's historical average of35 per 

I'a~~-·Y~ ::ile of this improvement, a combination of 
::::J~":M7(in%) 0 lZ5 

~~;1'== .. ::=:'~~o!~~=~~=shlaston 
::<::«:::. :...... income growth, compared to other Quebec 

centres, and higher starter home prices are the principal reasons. 

In the last 27 years (1970 - 97) house prices and incomes in Sherbrooke have risen by about the 
same amounts. The two measures have not, however, always moved in lock step. Income growth 
was achieved primarily in the 1970s accompanied by a record level of growth in home owner 
households. Since 1985, however, incomes have lagged considerably behind house price 
increases. In combination with an upswing in mortgage rates, these factors caused the 
affordabil~ty rate to decline during this period. 

Since 1990, house prices have continued to increase a bit faster than incomes so the recent upsurge 
in affordability mainly results from lower mortgage rates. Sherbrooke's unusual rental market also 
~nfluences the city's affordability rating by serving to keep house prices in check. 
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Sherbrooke has two universities, which attract a large number of young renters. They represent 
one third of all households in the community. Since university students have low income this may 
distort the picture statistically. Actual affordability for the working population is likely closer in 
line with other Quebec markets . 

.. .. ....•.... and Renter Household Growth 1970 'tf'll<"'1QQR' 

Sherbrooke often records the highest rental vacancy rates and lowest rent charges among all 
Canadian cities. As a result, the city has a large and very affordable rental stock that encourages 
potential buyers to remain in rental housing. 

It is no surprise, then, that Sherbrooke's growth in renter households outstrips its growth in 
ownership households. Sherbrooke is one of two CMAs in Canada where renters outnumber 
owners (50.8 per cent). Montreal is the other (53.3 per cent). Renter households in Sherbrooke 
increased at a rate of88.3 per cent between 1971 and 1997, much faster than Montreal's rate of23 
percent. 
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Quebec 



~~~~~O(Renters Who Can Buy 
First Half of 1997: 
Ilistorical higla.(97Bl): ... , ...•.•.... > 

Housing is more affordable in Quebec City in 
1997 than at any time since 1970. This reflects 
the state of most markets in the province where 
1997 affordability ratings are at record highs. 

_t";;i;;I;::I:iiil~lll~j 
~r~.t,ank;lng"lltof21ceD"'es;H' The proportion of prime buyers in Quebec City 
a···~e···~a···I····e···ra·/· ... ~~·&L,·.····/···· ..•••• ··•· ·······················>«<»i/ ... / .••. H who can afford to buy has reached 49 per cent, ... '111."...... . .. IJ,IIL&U .... .~ • 

• =!!S~~;~J ~!I\\~!i; ~~~l;=E}~ £~~F~~~,;:=:· 
%f)fltesaleBomes AlIordable:····· ·>72> 

.)........................................... . .... ··i 
Sfu;;ill:on.ePrlce Growth ............... . 

!9"'-'97 (to,.) : . ·i~~ Compared with the other centres in the province, 
Quebec is in line with affordability in Hull and !leliterIncome Growth 

/1970-'97 (in %) : 359 Trois Rivieres, higher than Montreal and 
Growth in Renter Households Sherbrooke and below Chicoutimi. The city is 
... ~d 20-44 1971-1991 (In %) : 52 also one of the most affordable in Canada, 

= .......... .._._---..; .......... _____________ ---1 placing sixth of the country's 27 CMAs. 

Since 1970, mortgage rates have been a major determinant of affordability in Quebec City and 
account for the improvement in recent years. Incomes and house prices have largely neutralized 
each other as affordability factors. Between 1970 and 1997, both rose more slowly than in the rest 
of the country keeping Quebec City housing among the country's most affordable. Income and 
price increases paralleled each other so closely that after 27 years they are separated by less than 
five percentage points. 
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An initial improvement in affordability through the 1970's was short-lived as mortgage rates shot 
up in 1980-81. This jump increased the income required to afford a starter home in Quebec City 

ce,lncome and Renter Household Growth 1970 to 1996 
in Starter Home Prices Renter Incomes &Renter Households 

by 25 per cent. In the last 27 years, though, this was the only period in which the average income 
of prime buyers was insufficient to afford the average-priced starter home. In 1981, less than one 
in four prime buyers could afford to buy. 

When interest rates ebbed, city residents jumped into the ownership market creating a dramatic 
shift toward ownership. In the 1980s, the number of ownership households rose by 35 per cent 
while the number of renter households rose only 21 per cent. It is believed that this trend 
continues today. In spite of this strong demand, the city's relatively slow income growth has 
helped hold house prices in check. 

Quebec City'S affordability is also enhanced by a ready supply of reasonably-priced homes. This 
city and Montreal are the only urban centres with populations over 500,000 where the proportion 
of newly-built homes, affordable to average renters, has consistently exceeded 40 per cent 
throughout the 1990s. Both centres also have high vacancy rates and a cheap, plentiful supply of 
rental housing, due to the energetic construction of small scale rental projects - factors that also 
curb house price inflation. 
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" Queb8CAffordability Trends in Detail 1970:1997 
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Household Trends 1971-1991 

• Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Ch icouti m i-J onq u iere 



of Benters Who Can Buy 
1;11.':&11·" ... ""&& of 1997: 
lbi$iorllcalbi.b (9781): 
' .... i ... rJlc::allow (81): 

S8 
S8 

Chicoutimi is the most affordable place in 
Canada to buy a house and has been since 1988. 

:16 The Chicoutimi market reflects the state of most 
46 Quebec markets where 1997 affordability ratings . 

1 are at record highs. The proportion of prime 
1 buyers in Chicoutimi who can afford to buy has 

reached 58 per cent, well above the city's 
historical average of 46 per cent. This rate is 
more than double the city's lowest rating of26, 
set in 1981. The proportion of prime buyers 
who can afford to buy is below 50 per cent in all 
other Quebec markets. Even so they all score 
affordability ratings above the average of the rest 
of Canada. 

Chicoutimi's enviable standing in the country is 
mainly the result of lower house prices. Since CMHC initiated its supply measure in 1991, a high 
proportion of both new and resale homes have sold at or below affordable prices. For example, 
the average starter home price in 1996 was $70,000. Since 1991, housing in Chicoutimi has been 
affordable to more than 50 per cent of prime buyers, an increase from 38 per cent in 1981. 

Chicoutimi's house prices are partly held in check by a consistently good supply of affordable new 
homes -- better than the other Quebec markets. It is the only market in Canada where the 
proportion of the newly-built homes affordable to prime buyers has stayed above 85 per cent since 
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1990. By comparison, in Sherbrooke the ratio stayed consistently below 85 per cent, and in 
Montreal and Quebec it has remained below 80 per cent. 

Limp demand also dampens inflationary pressures on Chicoutimi's house prices. Despite an aging 
population, a factor that normally translates into higher rates of home ownership, consumer interest 

in home ownership is weaker than nonnal in Chicoutimi. As a result, growth in the number of 
households that own homes in Chicoutimi lags behind the growth in renter households. 

Between 1981 and 1991, owner households increased by 19.6 per cent while renters grew by 25.8 
per cent. By contrast, Quebec City recorded increases of 34.8 per cent in owner households and 
21.1 per cent in renters. Montreal and Hull also have rising levels of home ownership. 

The relationship between house prices and incomes has not been a factor in Chicoutimi's 
affordability rating. Since 1970, both have grown at almost identical rates and 27 years later are 
separated by less than four percentage points. 

When affordability rates have shifted in Chicoutimi, the cause has been fluctuating mortgage 
interest rates. They have had the same impact there as elsewhere, eroding affordability when high 
and enhancing it when low. 
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Chicoutimi Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Saint John 
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Saint John is the most affordable housing market 
in Atlantic Canada, and has been since 1988. In 
all of Canada, the city ranks number two, 
outpaced only by Chicoutimi, Quebec. 

The 1997 affordability rate in Saint John's is at a 
record high of 54 per cent. The city's record low 
of 17 per cent occurred in 1970 and its historical 
average is 43 per cent. 

Although Saint John benefits from the same low 
mortgage interest rates that have sent 
affordability ratings soaring across the country, 

:s~rl)/! local market conditions factor heavily into the 
equation. Slow population growth and a good 
supply of affordable housing are the 

212W21 distinguishing characteristic of this market, both 
serving to keep house prices in check. 

Household growth has fallen well below the national average in the past quarter century, 
particularly among renters. The growth in all household categories slowed in the 1980's, going 
from 36.6 per cent from 1971-81 to 14.9 per cent between 1981-91. In the 20 to 44 year old renter 
household group, where prime buyers come from, the slowdown was even more dramatic. Growth 
percentages there slid from 23.7 in 1971-81 to 7.6 per cent in 1981-91. In these two decades, 
Saint John's renter household growth rate went from 20th in Canada to last. 

The other factor working in favour of Saint John's affordability status is housing supply. Since 
CMHC began measuring the affordability of supply in 1991, Saint John has maintained a healthy 
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stock of housing that the majority of renters can afford to buy. In the first half of 1997, the 
proportion of resale homes affordable to prime buyers is 85 per cent, its highest point in 90's, and 
new homes are at 84 per cent, just under the high of85 per cent reached a year earlier. Combined 
with weak demand, this abundance of supply has held house prices in check. 

Income and Renter Household Growth 1 

Historically, incomes and starter horne prices have each exerted major influence on Saint John's 
affordability score. Strong income growth in the 1970s enabled Saint John to improve its 
affordability status. In contrast, between 1980 and 1990, the city posted the country's lowest rate 
of income growth among prime buyer renter households. Since then, their income growth rate has 
been sluggish. Housing affordability remained largely unaffected, though, because house price 
increases have also been slow, due mostly to the supply and demand factors already described. 
Through these years, the average income of prime buyers in Saint John has remained consistently 
above the level required to buy. 
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Sa-iniJOhn Affordability Trends in Detail1-S70-:1-g971 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Halifax 
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Halifax is the third most affordable housing 
market in Canada, a dramatic contrast with 1970 
when the Nova Scotia capital was the least 
affordable. Historically, Halifax has averaged 
number eight since 1970. 

In the first half of 1997, 51 per cent of all 
Halifax prime buyers can afford a home. This is 
a one percentage point drop from the city's 
all-time high affordability rating in 1996. In 
1970, only 11 per cent of buyers could afford a 
home. Despite having the highest house prices in 
the Atlantic provinces, Halifax is more 
affordable than St. John's and Charlottetown, 
two of the three other Atlantic centres reviewed 
by this study. The only Atlantic centre more 

'.'.'.:':.:, .. ',.:':':':.::.'.':':1 affordable than Halifax is Saint John. 

In addition to the low mortgage interest rates that have sent affordability ratings soaring 
everywhere, the Halifax market has benefited from rising incomes. In 1996, Halifax had the 
highest incomes in Atlantic Canada, a factor that helped push house prices 15 to 30 per cent 
higher than other Atlantic centres. These price increases have not, however, been strong enough 
to choke off improved affordability. 
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When the I 970s began, Halifax starter home prices were the second highest in Canada. In that 
decade, the city experienced modest population growth, rising incomes and sluggish gains in 
house prices. In the early I 980s, renter incomes grew significantly. 

Income and Renter Household Growth 1970t01 

These higher incomes and rapid expansion of the number of households within the home buying 
age group pushed housing demand through the 1980s. As a result, prices doubled, mainly in the 
middle years of the decade. 

Halifax's long, steady improvement in affordability puts the city among the leaders for gains in the 
number of households who own homes. Between 1971 and 1991, the city had Canada's seventh 
highest growth rate in owner households. During that same period, the city ranked 10th 
nation-wide for both owner and renter household growth. 

Even though a price spurt in the past 12 months dropped the city's affordability rating down a 
notch, buyers in Halifax have an abundant supply of affordable homes from which to choose. In 
1996, 91 per cent of new homes in Halifax were affordable -- the best level of the 1990s and the 
fourth best in all of Canada. The resale market was similarly blessed with 87 per cent of homes .. 
priced affordably, seventh best in the countty. 
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Halifax Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 - -~-I 
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* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year term. 

Sources: CMIlC, Statistics Canada. 
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St. John's 
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In the first half of 1997, more renters could afford 
to buy a starter home in St. John's than at any 
other time in the last quarter century. With an 
affordability rating of 51 per cent, St. John's is the 
fourth most affordable housing market in Canada 
and the third most affordable in the Atlantic 
region. 

The current affordability rating is dramatically 
higher than the lowest rating of 18 per cent 
recorded in 1970 when incomes were low and 
house prices were high. The city's historical 
average is 41 per cent. 

': Overall, house prices in St. John's have grown 
>:.. slowly since 1970. In that year, prices were 

=~~~==~--"~"""""====",,,:,,:::,",,,H among the highest in the country and starter 
home prices even matched those in Toronto. Given such a high starting point, it is not surprising 
that the pace of growth has been slow. Except for the first half of the 1980s, prices have risen in 
St. John's by less than the national average. In fact, only Charlottetown had a lower rate of 
change. In the mid-l 990s, the cost of a St. John's starter home is a modest $89,000. Throughout 
the 1970-97 period, prices in St. John's have risen more slowly than incomes. 

On the income side of the affordability ledger, the best advances for renters of the prime buyer age 
occurred between 1970 and 1985 when incomes grew twice as fast as house prices, propelling 
affordability upwards. In recent years, though, income gains have been marginal to non-existent. 
In spite of this sluggishness affordability has continued to improve in St. John's thanks to the 
combined effects of slow price increases and lower mortgage interest rates. 
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The number ofSt. John's renter households in the prime buyer age group increased at rates faster 
than most CMAs. Between 1971 and 1991, St. John's ranked 11 th in Canada for renter household 
growth and moved up to second place between 1986 and 1991. 

These potential buyers can now choose from a plentiful selection of modestly-priced starter homes. 
In the first half of 1997, 92 per cent of new homes were affordable -- third best in Canada - and 
88 per cent of resale homes were affordable, second only to Chicoutimi in the entire country. 
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St. John's Affordability Trends in Detail 1970-1997 , . 

* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year tenn. 
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Charlottetown· 
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Housing in Charlottetown is slightly less 
affordable in the first half of 1997 than it was six 
months earlier. In that interval, the city's 
affordability rating - the per cent of renters who 
can afford to buy a starter home - dropped from 
a record high of 51 per cent to 50 per cent. 

............................... ' .. " ..• 

Lower incomes, due to completion of 
Confederation Bridge and lower potato prices, 
are blamed for the drop. In spite of the impact on 
the Charlottetown market of the general decline 
in mortgage interest rates, it is the least 
affordable major centre in Atlantic Canada . 

· At the national level, Charlottetown is the fifth 
most affordable market in the country. By 

.......... =...;...;... ........ ____________ --.J contrast, it is near the bottom of national 
rankings when the supply of homes affordable to prime buyer renter households is measured. In 
the first half of 1997, 71 per cent of new homes in Charlottetown are priced affordably, 7th from 
last in national standings. It is even worse for resale homes. Only 63 per cent are priced 
affordably, leaving Charlottetown 4th from last. In other Atlantic major centres, the percentage of 
new and resale homes that are affordable ranges upwards from 80 per cent. 

The explanation of the Charlottetown paradox - a good national ranking for overall affordability 
yet low rankings for supply affordability - is the recent income drop. A larger portion of the 
supply is now beyond the reach of potential buyers. Charlottetown retains a high national standing 
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due mainly to the relatively low cost of homes there. In 1996, Charlottetown starter horne prices 
were only 70 per cent of the national average and significantly less than Halifax and St. John's. 

Long-term affordability trends are not available for Charlottetown because the PEl capital was 
long considered too small for statistically reliable data. When affordability record-keeping began 
in 1991, mortgage rates were on a downslide but affordability unexpectedly declined as well. As 
mortgage rates continued their gradual decline, affordability steadily improved then leveled off in 

~nice.·'f1come and Renter Household GroWth 1· n° 7".;", 

1993-94. When interest rates bumped up in 1994, affordability in Charlottetown dropped more 
than other Atlantic centres but has since improved, thanks to low interest rates nation-wide. 

On average, since 1970, both incomes and house prices have grown at a modest rate. Income 
growth was among the lowest in the Atlantic provinces but so was the rise in house prices. In fact, 
Charlottetown recorded the slowest increase in house prices of all 27 centres covered by the 
affordability indicator. Overall, incomes grew faster (332 per cent) than prices (259 per cent) since 
1970. As the "price, income" table above shows, however, the income gains occurred primarily in 
the 19705 and early 19805. During the 19905, house prices have outpaced incomes by a margin of 
3:1. 
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ICharl~ttetown Affordabllity Trends in Detail 1970-19971 
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* Annual data not available between 1970 and 1980. Interest rate for 1970 is based on a 5 year term. 
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Visit our Web site at: www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca 
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